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WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optlo, It's 80
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No. 117

CITY EDITION

in Juarez was continued today, the
JAPS LEAVE DENVER
terest is the trial of Elbert Harmon
sentries having been doubled last
Denver, March 24 Fully one hunfor murder. Harmon is accused of
CUT-OF- F
dred Japanese have abandoned the
night expecting an attack by the in
killing Tomas Salazar. The murder
Denver colony for mysterious destinasurrectos who are known to be near
resulted from a shooting affray in
tions, mostly south, and still more
the city. In compliance with a re
which several men
participated
from different parts of the country
from Washington, that the
quest
was
scene
the
of
the
Springer
trag
have flocked into Denver within the
American prisoners in the Juarez jail
edy. Salazar had killed a brother of
last few weeks, making this city h
be given more sanitary quarters, the
Harmon a short time previously and
III CAN
A
concentration
point, within easy reach
municipal officials
today had the
this had caused the existence of
.
of the Texas-Mexicborder. T. Ichiwhitewashed.
jail
feud between the two men. Harmon
kawa, secretary of the Japanese Aswas shot during the fight, one bullet
SANTA FE BUYS 400,000 ACRES OF sociation of Colorado, admitted that STATE
DEPARTMENT DEMANDS
CASE OF HUMPHREYS AND FARR
DARING
ROBBERY
ON
IRON
PEACE LETTER TO GRAYS
striking him in the mouth and other
the Japanese population of Denver has
TRUTH
OF REPORTED SUMLAND ALONG RIGHT-- (
AT RATON, PROMISES SEN
SIX
MILES
FROM
24.
MOUNTAIN,
Declara
March
arm.
Harmon is
Washington,
breaking his
dropped from 400 to 300, since the
MARY EXECUTIONS
tion of the pacific intentions of tho
SATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS
COFFEYVILLE, KAN.
brother of Augustine Harmon, who
American trodps were dispatched to
administration toward all the world
was sent to the penitentiary
last
the frontier, and that until a lew
is contained in a letter addressed by
COURT OPENS NEXT MONDAY year from Las Vegas for the killing SURVEY ALREADY COMPLETED months ago there were more than 700 IT MAY MEAN INTERVENTION
WORKED FOR TWO 'HOURS
Secretary of War Dickinson, himself
of Ricardo Lobato, a deputy sheriff.
in this city. He scouted the idea that
a southerner, to a Texas organization
Hisi first trial resulted in a hung jury.
many of the departed ones were vet fN
TWO MEN ARE ACCUSED OF THE Since then he has been at liberty on MEANS SHORT-LINEACH INSTANCE, IF RUMORS of Confederate veterans which offered BLEW SAFE IN EXPRESS CAR
EAST, AVOID erans of the Russo-Ja- p
war, who were
Its services as infantry to "our comARE TRUE, FEDERALS METED
ING STEEP RATON PASS
THEFT OF $32,000 MINE PAY
AND APPROPRIATED MONEY
$10,000 bond.
either under secret orders to the land
mon country." Evidently the letter
On the criminal docket of the court
OUT DEATH PENALTY
AND TUNNEL
ROLL AT FRENCH
AND VALUABLES
of Diaz, or were headed toward the
was approved by President Taft. Secare two other murder cases, several
border.
retary Dickinson declares himself
robberies and a number of cases of
PEACE TERMS ARE MODIFIED happy to know of no reason for ex- ESCAPED IN AUTOMOBILES
SEVERAL MURDER TRIALS horse and cattle stealing. The grand LAS VEGAS WEST TERMINAL
FOOLED DIVORCED WIFE
pecting that our country will in the
and petit juries have been ordered to
near future become involved In hos24. For more than MINISTER
March
(Denver,
E. J. HARMON MUST ANSWER FOR report at the court house Monday WOULD
POSSES
LIMANTOUR
OF ARMED
ISSUES tilities with
BIGGER
MEN
NECESSITATE
ON
any other country.
six years in the belief that she was
KILLING TOMAS SALAZAR
SUPPLEMENARY STATEMENT,
HORSEBACK SCOURING COUNmorning On Tuesday morning it Is
ROUND HOUSE AND YARD
the wife of George R. Patterson, Mrs.
expected the Juries will have been
AT SPRINGER
PROMISING REFORMS
TRY NEAR SCENE
"TIME LOCK" DIVORCE BILL LAW
. FACILITIES HERE
Ida M. Patterson lived with him as
empanelled and the court will be
Carson, Nev., March 24. Governor
such. Then, losing her affection for
Raton, N. M.J March 24. What ready for work. Judge Clarence J.
Coffeyvllle, Kan., March 24. For
Rumors of the early construction him because of his continued ill treatWashington, March 24. The state Oddle has signed what is known as
probably will develop into one of the Roberts will preside.
of the Santa Fe's ColmoNDodge City ment, she brought suit for divorce department
Instructed the the "time lock" divorce law, defining two hours last night, six masked men
today
most sensational legal battles ever
cut-ofwhich have been persistent In the county courtj The papers were United States consular offices In the six months' continuous physical pres held St. Louis, Iron Mountaiu &
waged in Colfax oouny will be begun TEDDY ADDRESSE8 STUDENTS for several months, have been given filed In February. It was when Pat the vicinity of Chihuahua and Agua ence of plaintiff in a county the sols Southern passenger train No 104, at
Tuesday of next week when Jesse
standstill on the prairie, six miles
Leland Stanford University, Calif., added strength by dispatches from terson was served with the notice Prieta to Immediately investigate the requisite upon which to base juris
Burke Humphreys, alias "Arkaneaw," March 24.
south
of this city. They olew the
ForIn
diction
to
asdivorce
the
effect
road
of
that
the
suit
that
four
Americans
that
been
Topeka
the
he
had
was
proceedings.
reports
Colonel
Roosevelt
yesterday
and Robert Henry Farr, will be placed the
safe in the express car .and escaped
guest of Leland Stanford univers- has purchased 400,000 acres of land tounded her by showing her a decree shot to death In each place by the merly divergent views on "residence"
on trial for the robbery of a Wells
two automobiles, carrying with
ity today, his visit making notable in Haskell, Grant and Morton coun- of divorce dated February 20, 1904, federals. The consulate at Chihuahua based on Intent, have made confu
Fargo Express messenger, of $32,000. the celebration of the annual junior ties in Kansas. The purchase was which he had obtained without her was Instructed to inquire into the re- sion among Judges of the various dis- them money and valuables amounting
to $20,000.
at French about four years ago. The class day on the college campus- He made through State Senator Stewart knowledge. She had been living with port that John Dignowlty and three tricts.
Soon after the train left Lenapan,
of Wichita, who is said to represent him illegally for seven years.
trial has been postponed for various delivered a brief address.
other Americans had been shot in the
over the Oklahoma line, Engineer
reasons but it Is believed that it will
just
the Santa Fe. The land lies along
state of Chihuahua under orders of a
heard a sharp cry of "Hands
on which the cut-of- f
come to a final hearing at the March
Lynch
the
Mexican court martial, and the conRUSSIA
EXPECTED
in the cab, he saw-is to be built.
up."
Turning
term of the Colfax county district
sul at Nogales will investigate the
DIAZ
ENJOYING
ROOF
COLLAPSED
man
on the tender point
masked
The survey for the Dodge City-Colcourt, which is to begin Monday. Dur
reported execution of Adams, Young,
a
Winchester
cut-of- f
at him. "I'm gowas
ing
mor
fall
last
begun early
ing the last year the case was postHoward and Shanley, after having
to
.a little ways with you,"
ride
TO
ATTACK
CHINA
was
ing
several
and
months
completed
twice
because
of the
poned
principally
BEST OF HEALTH been captured with the insurrectos at
said the man, "drive on." The enago. Since that time the road has bee'i
absence pi a regularly assigned judge
of the
Agua- Prieta. Confirmation
gineer drove on.
reported as negotiating for the pur
for the district The associate Justices
summary executions may mean Ameri- LLOYDS OF LONDON RAISE RATE
About four miles out of Lenapah
chase of a
This is fol
who presided in Raton, believing that
EDUCATOR
the man compelled the engineer to
RETURNf can Intervention In Mexico.
ON
WERE
TOP OF lowed up by the reported purchase TEXAS
ON RISKS WAGERED ON ,
much time would be lost through the VICTIMS
stop the train at a small culvert near
FROM MEXICO WHERE HE VISof a large acreage in Kansas.
BUILDING FIGHTING FIRE
t
,
POSSIBILITY OF WAR
efforts of the attorneys for the deLlmantour Backs Up
cut-of- f
wiil
clump of trees. Five more masked
the
The
of
construction
ITED
PRESIDENT
IN
HAT
FACTORY
to
fendants
raise the question of
El Paso, Tex., March 24. Minister
men then suddenly appeared and
run
to
its
Fe
Santa
the
enable
London. March 24. Private cables took positions on either side of the
right of jurisdiction, did not call the
Umantour'a modified statement, pub
through trains over a route much
March 24. Presi lished here today, created much sat received by London business houses train.
case to trial.
Tex.,
Galveston,
Milwaukee, Wis., March 24. Six shorter than the
They began shooting in the ai.
present main line dent Dia?
" Detectives of the Wells, Fargo com-- ! firemen are dead, two others dying
good isfaction among the insurrecto lead from their representatives In the Far and alongside the coaches. While tw.
cou','"8
toenjoy,
and
eliminate
will
It
graded
heavy
pany have been actively engaged on and several otherB suffering severe will be invaluable for the use of fast health, according ito Dr. George H. ers. It waa regarded as substantiat East tody were disquieting; They as of the bandits stood guard, the othei
the case since the arrest of Hum- injuries, the result of the caving in trains hauling perishable freight. The Lee, a member of the faculty of the ing the hope, which has not been en- sert It Is expected Russia will soon four marched the engineer and fireof Texas, who returned to- tirely abandoned, that some form of declare war against China. The rate man to the day coach, where they
phreys and Farr. They believe they of the roof of th building of the cut-of- f
will necessitate the establish University
to cover risks on the locked them in.
Mexico
City, where he had peace proposal soon will emanate of the Lloyds
have secured evidence that will re- Middleton Manufacturing company, ment of large roundhouse facilities on day from
four
of hostilities within
Three of the bandits then went to
sult in the' conviction of Humphreys wholesale hatters, on which the fire the main line where it is Intersected a long talk with Diaz a few days ago. from Mexico City. The insurrectos outbreak
from
afternoon
this
weeks,
Jumped
in
flames
the
men
venerable
were
Dr.
Lee
the
the
express car, forced the two ex
fighting
president
was
says
that
it
stated,
and are almost equally confident of
to
however,
fear,
cutoff.
This
the
again brings
by
five to ten guineas percent.
fifteen
faculties
all
Between
his
of
this
repress
morningmessengers to Jump out and
in
is
Disbuilding
DIa
to
will
possession
President
the penitentiary.
grant partial
sending Farr
the report that the Santa Fe
On the other hand the latest ad- stand where
the roof light
they could be covered
trict Attorney George E. Remley will and twenty men were on four-storIs to build an immense roundhouse in and outside of a slight impairment of forms, pertaining chiefly to Chihua vices from the
capitals in with guns. After nearly an hour's
European
he
of
the
walls
when
the
to
efdue
age,
his
advancing
have
the
alhearing,
hua state, which might
make a strong fight for a conviction
Las Vegas, plans for which have
dicate a general belief that the ten- work the men succeeded In getting a
i9 as hale and hearty as he was ten fect of appeasing a large element
and the defendants' counsel, Judge IT. structure collapsed, precipitating them ready been approved it is saidsion between the two countries has charge of
Into the safe,
Is a small station a few mile? years ago.
without enabling Madero to achieve lessened.
V. Long of Las Vegas, John Morrow all to the basement.
which was literally blown to pieces.
is
the
success.
an
Las
will
south of Springer.
and E. C. Crampton,
put up
Vegas
comiplete
The robbers made no haste.
They
The activity of the Mexican troops
ADVANCE FOR HOMESEEKERS
logical point for the handling of the
equally hard battle for an acquittal.
St. Petersburg Heard From
SPECIAL MEETING TONIGHT
were at least three miles from any
The story of the robbery at French
For several months the railroads terminal business.
St. Petersburg, March 24. Official habitation, and went over carefully
For the purpose of considering the
Is we'l known throughout New Mex- have been conducting a proposition to
se
to
of
dispatches to the government from all the packages blown' from the
endeavoring
advisability
ico. In the annals of crime In the advance the rates for homeseekers
Pekin today states that China remains safe.
cure the location near Las Vegas of BANKS IN MISSOURI
territory It stands out as one of the which are offered on the first and CONTRACTORS VICTIMS
Soon afterwards, two automobiles
obstinate regarding the question of
a government experimental farm and
ever attempted third Tuesdays and Wednesdays of
most daring hold-up- s
Mon- approached within a hundred yards
in
the Las
trade
Russian
of
of
freedom
the
to
the
hear
proposition
AND KANSAS ROBBED
deby desperate and determined men, each month. Finally it has been
of the train. The lights of the
golia, asserting that Russia is
Vegas club for uniting with the orMALICIOUSCONSPIRACY
effective
advances
to
cided
such
make
In
ago.
four
charge
It occurred
years
the
machines were extinguished. The
which
goods
to
represent
they
import
ganization
mostly
of a special messenger a sum of April 4. The matter has been disclub will YEGGMEN MAKE A TOTAL HAUL and export only local products
bandits climbed into these and tho
Commercial
the
of
directors
Southmachines rapidly disappeared from
money amounting to $32,000 was be cussed by the WeBtern and
COURT HOUSE THEY ARE BUILD- meet tonight in an extra session. It
THEIR
EFFECT
AND
OF
$8,600
western passenger associations, and
the scene.
ing sent from Albuquerque to Daw
is thought that favorable action wiU
ING AND HOME OFFICE ARE
MINER'S TUB TIPPED OVER
ESCAPE
are
being
son where it was to be used In pay similar tariff schedules
The robbery was reported as soon
on the first proposition.
taken
be
Kan-- , March 24
Warren
DYNAMITE
BY
"Pittsburg,
WRECKED
balworked out by each. The general
as the train reached this city, and
Is likely the" second
proposition
It
ing off the miners' employed in that
of
one
at
Dawson, miner, employed
scheme for the new rates will be
Curryville, Mo., March 24. Safe the mines of the Hamilton Coal com- the sheriff and a number of special
will be discussed freely and doubtless
camp. At French the money was ing
24. Represent
one-hacertain
March
In
$2.
Neb.,
a
Omaha,
and
fare
plus
was
committee will be appointed for the blowers last night dynamited tne pany, about 8 miles northwest of here, deputies organized posses immediate
placed In the station where it
deviations from this atives of the Coldwell & Drake com- a
to be transferred to the Dawson cases are slight
of giving It a more thorough vault of the Bank of Curryville, was fatally injured by falling one ly and started on horseback in pur
purpose
buildare
who
n1. The maximum rate out of Kanin pany, the contractors
branch train.
investigation and determining what wrecking the building and safe, and hundred feet into the mine. He was suit of the bandits.
sas City west will be $32.50, an
ing the new court house here, this
'
Last night's robbery was the most
The messenger locked himself se
steps are to be taken, If any, toward
being lowered into the mine in a tub
crease of $7. B0.
with $4,000 in cash.
morning received a teelgram from
escaped
heavisince the sensational raid
was
clubs
He
two
together.
daring
the
the
in
building.
fron
curely
and when about a hundred feet
Thomas Wilson, secretary of the bringing
"
made by the Dalton gang some years
he
and
tub
ly armed and prepared for any emer
the
the
bottom
tipped
MAY BE NEW FAST TRAIN
company, announcing the practical
when two banks in this city were
$4,600 Haul at Hudson, Kan.
gency. The Santa Fe train on which
plunged to the bottom. He was 30 ago,
MAY HEAD RIO GRANDE
of destruction of the home office at Cotime
to
the
reports
According
held
up. News of the affair created
men
24.
Five
two
and
widow
March
a
old
the money and the messenger arrived the Santa Fe
and
left
Kan.,
Hudson,
years
between lumbus, Ind., by a dynamite explo
March 24. James M. Hei
service
express
Denver,
as much excitement when It
almost
minutes
had been gone only a few
the Hudson State small children.
'
Chicago and Los Angeles is to be cut slon last night. This was the only bert, of Denver, formerly vice presi- blew the safe of
here and every man who
reached
coma
heard
when the messenger
to enable the Wells Fargo development today that seemed likely dent of the Colorado & Southern rail- Bank early today and after severely
in
order
could
a horse and a gun, joined
get
mand to hold up Ms bands. He reach- to make the same time as the Ameri- to furnish a clew to the perpetrators
,
BASEBALL MAGNATE DEAD
road, and prior to his incumbency wounding Max Rice, the night
the
posses.
Win
several
saw
ed for his gun but
and
Cleveland, March, 24. Stanley Rob;
can Express. W. J. Black, general of the attempted destruction by dyna-mit- e in that position,
The country at th scene of lb
who attempted to grapple with
chesters pointed at him through the passenger
of the new court house here iast general manager of the Denver &
traffic manager of tha
inson, owner of the St. Lpuis Nation robbery and for miles around, is
with
saw
windows. When the messenger
al League Baseball club, died of blood considered the wildest in the SouthSanta Fe system, is now in Los An- night. Ah attempt was made this Rio Grande, will be elected president one of the robbers, escaped
(resistance was useless he surrender geles.
He
accompanied Colonel morning to track the criminals with of the Denver & Rio Grande, to suc- $4,600.
poisoning at the home of his sister-in-la- west It has been the rendevous for
unsuccessful.
was
it
ed. The robbers tied him securely Roosevelt on his trip over
but
New
the bloodhounds,
York,
Mrs. Frank DeHass Robinson, fugitives and bad men for years, an
ceed Edward T. Jeffery of
and, taking (the beavy Iron box, in Santa Fe. It is reported that Mr.
here today.
according to a report which reached MUCH ACTIVITY AT PORVENIR
furnished a safe hiding place for the
which the money, in gold and paper, Black will arrange with the Coast
Denver from New York yesterday.
in
Dalton and Jennings gangs in their
considerable
activity
is
There
FEDERAL
JOBS
MORE
from
was locked, made their departure. lines officials for the fast service west
The report, which emanates
of El Porvenir latepalmiest days. It is heavily timbered
Examinations will be held in Las Wall Street Interests in close touch the neighborhood
They left the messenger bound and of Albuquerque.
Don Marga-ritand covered by an almost ImpenetraLAW
that
fact
COMPENSATION
to
the
due
ly,
Vegas soon through which candidates with the railroad affairs of the coun
gaggied and he was not released unble underbrush. Because of this the
Romero has large forces of men
for positions in the civil service can try, is said to have good authority.
til the arrival of the next train. Sevbandits. If hard pressed,' could easily
and
development
timber
doing
cutting
DECLARED INVALID ambush their pursuers and thus
eral men were in the party of rob- DARING ROBBERY BY
qualify. The subjects of the examiare
mills
saw
Two
mine.
on
his
work
nations and the dates on which they
bers, according to the messenger.
would have all the advantage in a
In operation and ninety men are en12
masked1.
follows:
held
will
are
as
be
April
a
They were all
Because of the start the rob
FOR
for
PRESIBENT
NEW
shipment
gaged In, preparing
NEW YORK COURT OF APPEALS fight.
LONE HIGHWAYMAN and 13 junior mechanical engineer,
A iposse of deputy sheriffs imme- Mr. Robad
and their knowledge of the
bers
which
of
ties
number
large
AN ADVERSE DERENDERS
bureau of mines; Junior mining endiately got on the trail of the robcountry, the chances for their capcontracted to furnish to the
mero
has
ARIZONAUNIVERSITY
CISION ON STATUTE
bers and followed them a distance of MASKED MAN HOLDS UP TRAIN gineer, bureau of mines; cadet offiture are considered remote. -- ,,.
Santa Fe railway. The work on th-some miles into eastern Union county
of
cer, light house service; April 22
the
shaft
the
tunnel to intercept
ON NORTHWESTERN MAKES
modeler, national museum; drafts- ARTHUR
but were unable to effect a capture.
FRANK HITCHCOCK TO WED.
El Porvenir mine has reached a Albany, N. Y., March 24 The workH. WILD OF NORTH'
diHIS ESCAPE
March 24. Intimate-friendGood ore has been man's compulsory compensation law.
man, Philippine service; assistant
It appeared that men familiar with
85
feet.
Washington,
of
length
WESTERN, ACCEPTS OFFER
rector, office of public roads depart-- '
the local surroundings had pulled off
of both parties are expecting
encountered In the tunnel. The main passed by the legislature last year,
O FREGENTS
work- dally the announcement of an engageDenison, Iowa, March 24. A' lone ment of agriculture; April 26 and 27
the Job. Several suspects were arbody will be reached when the shaft which provides compensation to
reclamation service;
(bookkeeper
rested and later released. A year af- masked man last night compelled the
Is intercepted. Mr. Romero is taking men Injured in certain specified dang- ment between Miss Mary Souther-land- ,
fit
regardless
Chicago, March 24. Arthur H. a considerable quantity of coal out of erous employments,
ter the robbery Humphreys was found engineer of a Chicago & Northwest scientific "assistant in farm equipdaughter of Admiral and Mrs.
in Wichita, Kan., where he had been ern eastbound passenger train to go ment, bureau of plant Industry; ap- Wild, of Evanston, yesterday decided his coal mine and is using it at tho employer's negligence, was declared Southerland and Postmaster General
Mr. Hitchcock
Farr ahead of him into the sleeper. There prentice map engraver, geological sur- to accept the presidency of the Uni- copper mine. The coal vein, which unconstitutional by the court of ap- Frank Hitchcock.
spending considerable money.
Since
the robbery the robber held up two passengers, vey; ' Junior chemist, bureau of versity of Arizona at Tucson. Mr. was eight inches wide when work peals today. The decision was unan- is the only bachelor member
also was arrested.
imous. The law was modeled after of the cabinet and has been for
dollars, a gold mines. Further information concern- Wild is now assistant to President A. was begun, has widened to thirty-tw- o
not one cent of the stolen money has securing forty-nin- e
e
a
Univer-uatthat
the English workmen's compensation a number of years a social leader
are
indications
Northwestern
and
bad
can
of
W.
Kauris'
Inches
.be
watch and diamond ring. He then ing the examinations
ever been recovered.
' n
encountered.
act of 1897.
will
:
be
vein
much
Harvard.
Las
in
of
will
a,,
East
and
larger
of
at
postoffioe.
among the bachelors of V'ashington.
train
the
case
off
Vegas
that
the
escaped.
Another
prove
jumped
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COMEDY IN VAR EAST INTERESTED RIPLEY ROAD VILL MALIGNED TEDDY;

RELIEVES THE

I N DEVELOPS ENT

LEND AID TO

WAS ALMOST

TENSION

OF WEST

FARJERS

MOORED

BEFORE. A BATTLE UNION SOLDIERS GAMBLED WITH CONFEDERATE

light-hearte-

OLD PLAY STAGED
Boston, March 24. "Hippylytus," a

play in blank verse written by the late
Mrs. Julia Ward Howe more than
half a century ago, was given its first
production at the Tremont theater in
this city this afternoon by Margaret
Anglln and her company. The play
was originally written by Edwin
Booth in 1859, but its production was
delayed and finally abandoned.
!

)

Sleeps

Well-App- etite

Fine

And'FeeKng Like a New Man After

Being a Nervous Wreck and Unable to Do a Stroke of Work.
Mr. B. Arthur Jordan, R. F. D. No.
H, High Point, N. C, who experienced
this remarkable "recovery, writes as
ifollows: "Last July I was taken sick;
I was very nervous and weak. Could
not sleep at night and was unable to
look after my farm work or do any
business. I tried two doctors, but did
mot receive much benefit from them.
"A friend of mine told me of Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey and insisted
that I try it. I did and I am now
strong and well. Can sleep all right
and have an appetite like a horse,"

i

IRRIGATION
OF
OF ARID LANDS ATTRACTING ATTENTION

MONEY

An amusing Incident, showing the
relaxation which pursues those in the
tress and excitement of an arduous
campaign, is told by General Nelson
A. Miles in the March Cosmopolitan
It was after, the batt'e ot Sailor's
Creek, when the Confederates, making their last real stand ot the war,
bad been repulsed with a loss of 250
wagons, two pieces of artillery, 12
battle flags and some thousand or
mora prisoners.
"Then, as night mantled the battlefield, a scene of comedy was enacted
about the bivouac fires. After the
troops were In position for the night,
and the soldiers had partaken of their
parse meal of coffee and crackers,
they gratified their curiosity by a
rigid inspection of the day's trophies.
Several of the wagons were founJ
loaded with assets of the Confederate
treasury, which had been brought out
from Richmond. Then followed s
most extraordinary spectacle of jollity and good humor. A Monte Carlo
was suddenly improvised in the midst
of the bivouac of war. "Here's tho
Confederate treasury, as sure as you
are a soldier,' shouted one. 'Let's
all be rich,' said another., Boya,
mi. your pockets, your hats, your havyour
ersacks, your handkerchiefs,
arms, if you please,' was the word,
and the Confederate notes and bonds
were rapidly disbursed. If these were
at a discount, they were crisp and
new and In enormous denomination?.
the
Spreading their blankets on
ground by the bivouac fires, the veterans proceeded with the comedy, and
was
such
preposterous gambling
probably never before witnessed. Teu
thousand dollars was the usual 'ante.'
Often twenty thousand to 'come In;'
a raise of fifty thousand to one hundred thousand was not unusual, and
frequently from one million to two
million dollars were In the 'pool.'
d
They were seemingly as
and oblivious to what might follow as It is possible for soldiers to
be. They kept tip the revelry during most of tb night, though some
were' to make the soldier's sacrifice
on the morrow, while others were to
witness the scene of final triumph."

I

POSSIBILITIES

I

March 24. The awakening of Interest in the larger eastern
centers ot population in irrigation
and development possibilities of the
west and the southwest is evidenced
by an Interview with Judge Charles
F. Fishback, an irrigation authority,
which recently was sought and given
space In the New York Sun. Mr.
Fishback Is the chairman of the Chicago board of control of the Nineteenth Irrigation congress, to meet
here this year, and it was in this
capacity that he spoke for the' New
York paper.
Mr. Fishback was described as having arrived in New York on the crest
of a wave of optimism, and in his
talk he touched upon financial conditions in the west, the reciprocity measure, the Chicago Association of Commerce trade expansion tour of the
Orient and the Importance to both
Chicago and the country as a whole
of the irrigation congress this year.
"Financial conditions in the west
are on the mend," he Is quoted, "and
everybody recognizes that since January 1 there has been an upward
trend. The market for bonds on the
natural resources of the country has
improved remarkably, and is still improving. I never have known a better outlook in this direction than there
is today.
"The Chicago Association of Commerce, which has lent its support to
the work of the National Irrigation
congress, is about to send a party of
its members to China: This movement is in line with the great interest
which Chicago is taking in developing not alone the resources and commerce of our own west, but the
Orient as well.
"The outlook for the development
of the arid lands of the west has nev
er been better. Many persons do not
appear to realize that the govern
ment is spending $48,000,000 in the
development ot huge irrigation en
terprises in arid land states in addi
tion to the tremendous expenditures
already made. The importance ot
this work is illustrated by the fact
that President Taft is to address the
irrigation congress this year, this being the first time the organization
ever has-bepromised the privilege
of having the president for its guest.
"The work of interesting the peo
ple of the United States in this con
vention would seem to be a matter of
supererogation for all the newspapers
of the country, practically speaking,
have from time to time been generous in their treatment of accounts
concerning the relation of increased
development to the cost of food
stuffs" and so on. The congress 'will
probably attract the attention of half
a million people in Illinois alone this
year. Farmers, merchants and manu
facturers have nothing but confi
dence in the general outlook for the
year."
Mr. Fishback, who is a partner in
one of the big bond houses of the
country, has lived in California, New
York and Chicago and is capable of
keen observations, both because of his
business training and his travels. Recently he left Chicago to spend a
month In England as personal missionary ot the irrigation congress.
'

Chicago,
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HONOLULU'S GUNS ALL RIGHT
Honolulu, March 24. The guns at

Fort Ruger were fired today for the
first time, concluding the tests of all
the guns in the fortifications around
Honolulu. The tests have been made
by Captain William P. Piatt of the
ordnance department. The tests were
satisfactory to the army officers.
Brigadier General Macomb said the
approaches to Honolulu are now defended by the big
guns at
Pearl Habor, smaller guns at Honolulu
harbor and eight
mortars on
Diamond Head, with a wide range of
the sea. The first of the defenses
planned for Honolulu are now In effective working condition.
h

h

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
will bring a healthy glow to the pallid
cheek, give new energy to the faltering limbs, strengthen and invigorate
the weary body and throbbing brain;
reanimate the vital organs and create
a new supply of rich, red blood. It
makes the old feel young and keeps
the young strong and vigorous. Prescribed by physicians, used in hospitals and recognized as a family
medicine everywhere. Thousands of
our patients, both men and women
alike, who have been restored to
health and strength, extol its virtues
as the world's greatest tonic, stimu.
lant and body builder.
BOTTLES
IN SEALED
Sold
ONLY by druggists, grocers and
dealers, or shipped direct for $1.00
per large bottle.
The Duffy Malt Whiskey Co.,

IN

MEMORY

OF SOLDIERS

'

Annapolis, Md, March 24. An
event of international interest will
take place here next month, when,
under the. auspices of the National
Society of the Sons of the Revolution, a monument to the memory of
French soldiers and sailors who gave
their lives in the struggle for American independence will be unveiled on
the campus of St John's college.
President Taft, Ambassador Jusser- and and many high officers of the
army and navy of the United States
Rochester, N.Y. will attend the dedication.

AGRICULTURAL

TO

DEPARTMENT

WITH TILLERS
OF SOIL

Kansas City, March 24. A general
plan for a new railroad department
to be devoted exc'usively to the agricultural development of its territory
is being worked out by the Santa Fe,
according to Charles L. Seagraves,
general colonization agent of that
line, who was a Kansas City visitor
yesterday.
"The railroads gradually are being
brought face to face with a new proposition," Mr. Seagraves declared.
"For the past ten years every effort
has been devoted to building up the
undeveloped territory along the different lines. Thousands ofhomeseekers have been carried into the newly
opened sections, and have been al
lowed to shift for themselves. Many
times farmers from another section
of the country unused to conditions
In their new homes have secured
and have sold their new
homes and returned to the mora
sections from
populated
densely
which they came.
"The Santa Fe now realizes that
the problem isn't so much of getting
people Into the new country, as it is
to help those already there to get
the best results. It is far better for
a new section to establish a record
for good crops than for population
One satisfied farmer getting good results in any neighborhood will prove
a veritable magnet. So In helping the
farmer along our territory we find
our new problem.
"We already have this department
started. H. M. Bainter, who formerly
was connected with the Kansas, Colorado and Iowa agricultural colleges
has been with the Santa Fe a few
months and has been spending his
time in the Panhandle and the Pe
cos valley. So great has been tho
demand for his services, and so great
the results already obtained that an
assistant is to be appointed within a
very short time. Mr. Bainter, who la
given the title of 'agricultural demonin vanoue
strator," is
assisting
phases of farming. Hog and poultry
raising have required a large part of
his time, and he has also given, out
man valuable demonstrations as to
the proper methods of growing grain
In the new sections- "Within two years we expect to
have this new department fully de
veloped. We expect to have at least
seven demonstrators on our staff,
who will be specialists In certain
lines. With a large force of this kind
working as a separate department, it
will not be necessary to confine theli
work altogether to the newly settled
sections. For instance we will have
one man, an authority on poultry
raising. His territory will be the en
tire system. In Missouri the banner
poultry state in the union, he will
be expected to spend a large portion
of his time. Each man will be responsible to a certain extent for the development of his particular line oi
agricultural teaching over the system."
Such a department, Mr. Seagraves
believes is the best investment a ran-roacan make. He says that the application of more scientific principles
and a greater interest created in intensive farming, will bring 20,000,000
more people to the west within the
next ten years.
poo.-result-

d

SANTA FE ADOPTS
NEW SUPPLY SYSTEM

OUR SECOND

iJiier o upper odie

INCIDENT AT PHOENIX AROUSED
WRATH OF THE COLONEL'S
ROUGH RIDERS
Ariz-- ,
24. Last
March
afternoon
at a certain
place in Phoenix where a number of
people were congregated, among them
a number of Rough Riders of Colonel
Roosevelt's own regiment, one rasa
individual came closer to annihilation
than he will probably ever come again
without actually meeting it. Through
one little statement, one little, insig
unconsidered phrase, he
nificant,
brought down on his head a storm of
reproaches, and was only saved from
a physical and tangible punishment
by the intervention of a woman.
In accordance with their usual custom the Rough Riders were talking
about theircolonel in a vein of high
appreciation, recalling his words, recounting his exploits, reciting his virtues and relating various tales of wartime days. No one had questioned
their prerogative to speak in this
manner of Colonel Roosevelt, and no
one, up to this time had ventured
to disagree with him, or at least to
give verbal expression to any disagreement. They were astounded
therefore to hear a challenging voice
break into their conversation, and
prepared for battle. The incident ha.l
been led up to 'by a conversation
somewhat after this order:
"The colonel Is the greatest man
in the world at this ' very minute,"
said remark being
uttered by a
Rough Rider.
"Unquestionably. Everybody admits
It. They have to," another man put

Phoenix,

Monday

In.

"He is the most popular, man in
the United States, and he 4s liked
by everybody," said a third warrior.
Here the other voice, the alien
voice was heard- "Ye. Liked by everybody. Liked
by hawgs."
Immediately pandemonium reigned.
Words spluttered on angry lips, and
brawny arms began to twitch In
of immediate action.
anticipation
Eyes blazed, and the Rough Riders
flared into a blaze of passion at hearing their beloved colonel so maligned.
One man started foj the offender,
y
but was seized by his Wife, who
begged him not to strike the
foolhardy man. A melee
ensued,
under cover of which somebody made
an almost instantaneous, exit, and
nothing came of the furor of rae,
which rapidly calmed down with the
disappearance of its object.
The men remembered the incident
all through the remainder of the afternoon, and the fact that the undertakers of the city received no call
that afternoon or night is undoubtsensible
edly due to one man's
avoidance of Colonel Roosevelt's soldiers throughout the remainder of
their stay in Phoenix. When the
Rough Riders came to the train to
see the colonel off, someone remarked to one of them:
"He's a prince of a man, isn't he?"
"You bet he is, and" he trembled,
"some dirty fellow up town said he
was liked by hogs. If it hadn't been
for my wife" he broke off, for his
wife was standing beside' him, and
glance from her quieted his rising
color. But there can be no doubt that
the offending party deserved to be
beCongratulated
congratulated.
cause ho got away whole.

7:30 to 9:30 Saturday Evening Only
We were quite sure that there would be no lack of buyers at the first Saturday Night Sale
the crowd came it saw and was satisfied it needed no microscope to discover the remarkable values. The merchandise was here, exactly as we advertised it the prices, well we only know that
action began at the stroke of the 7:30 o'clock bell and continued unabated until closing time.
One can bring a crowd with an offering of big values, but one won't do business unless the
prices match the advertisement.

We did business.

We have prepared for the 2nd After Supper Sale with another great budget
will see a large percentage of the people who came to the first and a host of
there has been much talk o the plums that were picked at the first sale. So you
too another crop is ready for those who like to buy goods at retail, at less than
wholesale.

of bargains. We
friends because
had better come
most stores pay

THESE PRICES FOR CASH ONLY No 'Phone Orders Accepted

Women's Onyx Hose Fast Color Percales
50 dozen Women's

50 pieces of
fast color percale in light
and dark effects, new desirable patterns, our
regular 12Jc quality, special for our After Supper Sale,

"Onyx" Hose, spliced
heel and toe, all sizes, fast color, our regular
25c quality for our After Supper Sale,

36-in-

a Pair

15c

8

Per Yd.

l-- 2c

But Four Pair to a Customer

But 10 Yards to a Customer

Fine Embroideries

Men's Shirts

2,500 yards extra fine embroideries, including
both edges and insertions, widths ranging from
2 inches to 12 inches, worth 10c to 15c
per vard,
special

. 15 dozen Men's Negligee Shirts, well made
from the best Amoskeag Chambray, full sizes,
in either blue or tan, an extra special value, for
our After Supper Sale.

5c Per Yard

35c Each

I06E

ESTABLISHED

piti-ousl-

CONDUCTOR

CRUSHED

BETWEEN TWO CARS

GROSS, HELL Y

a CO.

(Incoporated)

i

W. L.

ROBINSON PROBABLY FATALLY INJURED AT MADRID

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Dealers In

COAL CAMP

Albuquerque, N. M., March 24. A
special train reached Albuquerque at
3 o'clock
yesterday afternoon bringing W. L. Robinson, freight conductor on the Madrid branch of the Santa
Fe railway, to the company's hospital
here.
Robinson may die as a result oi
injuries reecived in Madrid
early
in the morning. He was caught between two cars in making a coupling
and his abdomen and hips were ter
ribly crushed.
According to railway men who accompanied him here, a freight train
was placing a car on a siding and
Conductor
Robinson attempted to
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
make a coupling. In some manner,
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to he fell between the couplers and was
cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed- crushed. He was placed on a special
ing or Protruding Pilea In 6 to 14 train and record speed was made to
,
this city.
days or mono-- refunded. r0c.

WOOL. HIDES and. PELTS
BAIN WAGONS-RACI-

VEHICLES --

NE

SSe

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M. , Tucumcari, N. M.
Carona, N.

M-- ,

Rowe, N. M., Pecos, K. M.,

Trinidad, Colorado

Try an Ad. in The Optio'o
"Want Columns"

CAR LOADED WITH STATIONERY
TO MAKE REGULAR TRIPS
OVER ROAD

The Santa Fe has inaugurated an
other department which promises tc
become not only popular, but a bi&
saving to the company, and that is the
stationery department on wheels. In
other words, a car loaded with stationery, and in charge of an expert, is
to make a tour of the Santa Fe system, dispensing stationery to the different offices, stations and other establishments of the company:
This car will carry, everything
needed In the way of stationery and
similar supplies anywhere on the sys
tem. The latest forms, blanks and
books of the company will be given
to all points. It will likely be sev
eral months, however, before the car
arrives in Las Vegas. The expert
who accompanies the car will be able
to Instruct agents and, others in the
methods the company wants used. If
tho experiment proves a success, the
car will become a regular feature of
the Santa Fe service.
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With a Full Line of Fresh' Goods
'Phones, Main
and 145
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MUCH OPTIMISM

THROUGHOUT

Labor Notes
(Detroit dredge workers demand the
r
day.
The Des Moines Trades and Labor

eight-hou-

TERRITORY

Assembly has decided to purchase the
Iowa Union, of Des Moines, the organ
of the Iowa labor unions,
The French fishermen who man
the St. Pierre fleet on the Grand
banks are engaged for shares in tht,
catch Instead of regular wages.
More than nine hundred working
girls are how being taught to operate
electrically driven machinery in a
new trade school in New York City.
Ohio enjoys a rather unique distinction in the fact that two of its miners have risen to great prominence.
One is a supreme court judge and
the other attorney general for the
state.
"With only two
dissentients, the
Manx house of keys passed a resolution requesting the lieutenant-governo- r
to direct the preparation of a
workmen's compensation bill on the
lines of the acts of the imperial par
liament.
The British Columbia Federation of
Labor held its annual convention in
Victoria, British Columbia, last week.
A committee of three was appointed
to present to the legislature, labor's
demands for certain much needed
legislation .
There are now affiliated with thr
American Federation of Labor 120 instate
ternational unions, thirty-nin- e
federations, 632 city central bodies
431 local trades unions and 216 feder
al labor unions, making a total of 1,
438 organizations.
ac
French agricultural 'pursuits
count for 5,500,000 men and nearly
3,500,000 women. Nearly 4,750,000 men
and more than 2,500,000 women are
employed in trades, and 1,300,00 men
and not quite 300,000 women In the
liberal professions and public ser-

A. PAP EN

National Avenue,
Near the Bridge

121a

SPECIAL TRAINING
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TRAVELING
AUDITOR SAFFORD
REPORTS BUSINESS CONDITIONS EXCELLENT
Santa Fe, N. M., March 24. Traveling Auditor Charles V. Safford has
returned from an extensive tour of
the territory and Is greatly impressed
with the good financial condition of
banks and business concerns; with
the optimism displayed by even the
dry farmers In the eastern part of the
territory and the general wave of
which seems
to be
prosperity
sweeping over New Mexico, despite
the wreck of, statehood in the senate
"
recently.
Mr. Safford deserves great credit
for the way he fixed up the Roy
bank's affairs when that institution
was apparently; severely embarrassed.
As a competent official Mr. Safford
ranks high throughout the territory.
"The general conditions ar favor--ablhe said yesterday, "and the
stockmen are feeling pretty happy.
All along the Rock Island I have found
the dry farmers 'Jubilant, because the
heavy snows and rains have brought
..apparent prosperity. They are holding their own In good shape. There
is much disappointment over the failure of the statehood Mil, it is true,
but nevertheless the people of New
Mexico seem as prosperous as one
could hope."
An important feature of Mr.
work on his recent trip was to,
install the new bookkeeping system
in the various district courts prepara
tory to turning the offices of the
clerks of the courts over to the probate clerks who become clerks of the
court under statehod. This system
will make the probate clerks thoroughly familiar with their new duties
and serves to facilitate making the
change that will be necessary when
New Mexico ceases to he a territory.'
e,

Saf-ford- 'a
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vices.

The unorganized girl shirtwaist and
kimono makers of Boston average
from $3.50 to $7 a week, while the
average wage of the girl trade unionist following the same calling locally
ranges from $8 to $15, according to
Harry Dubinsky, specla' organizer for
the Ladies' Garment Workers Union.
Higher wages were paid to American farm laborers during 1910 than
forty-fiv- e
at any time in the last
according to statistics just
years,
made public by the department of
agriculture. According to these figures
HOW HAPPY THE
the average wage for the country
was $27.50 per month for 1910, as
against $17.33 twenty years ago.
Coal operators who employ boys In
their mines in West Virginia under
the age limit of 14 years provided by
law, are liable for damages for injuries to such boys, according to the
recently handed down by the
opinion
for It Cured My Baby of Itchingjor-turin- g supreme court of appeals, affirming
Eczema. First Came when a decision rendered by the circuit
Between 3 and 4 Weeks Old. Used court of McDowell county.
One of the most important deciEverything Imaginable. 2 Cakes
sions
regarding the rights of organizSoap and One Box Ointment Cured. ed labor in the state of Ohio was
rendered recently by Judge Manton,
In words how happy th wrd
"I cn't tell
fnr it Cured BIT of
antinHa In fn
4fS.4t...Toledo, who decided that the boy
DaDy or licmng, torturuig
He decided a case
cott was legal-eczema. It first cam when
he was between three and
the Hotel and Res
against
brought
(our weeks old, appearing
taurant Employes' International Alon her head. I used everything Imaginable aad had
liance, charged with boycotting a
one doctor's bill after another but nothing cured it. local hotel, against the plaintiff.
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.

Then the eczema broke eu
en badly behind her ear
that 1 really thought her
ear would come off. For
v months I doctored It but
to no avail. Then it began
at her nose and her eyes
were notlting but torea. I
had to keep her in a dark
room for two weeks. The
doctor did no good, so I
atoDued him coming.
.
1 hflri tlQPd ClitU
l
v auuu.
ror
" waAla
"
then I got
cure Soap for her every day.
use
box ef Cuticura Ointment and began te Immarked
was
a
week
there
that. In a
of Cuti-eu-ra
cakes
two
used
I
all
In
provement.and one box of Cuticura Ointment
Hoap
of the sores. Ibis
and my baby was cured
was last November; now her hair Is growing
on her.
ut nicely and she has not a scar1 can
take
I can not praise Cuticura enough,
are amaied to
my child anywhere and people
ace her without a sore. From the time ahe
was four weeks old until she was three years,
eruption
she was never without the terrible
a well
but now, thanks to Cuticura. I have
Householder, 2004
Md. May 10. 1910."
world,
Cstleora Remedies are sold throulhoot theBoatM.
Cncta. Corp.. Sole Props..
otter Drug
Book.
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NEW GRAZING RULES

March 24. Revised
Washington,
grazing regulations covering the use
of the national forest ranges have
been approved by Secretary of Agrt
culture Wilson. They provide for rec
ognition of a permanent national advisory board representing the sheep
and cattle interests, which will confer annually with the secretary of
agriculture concerning grazing mat
ters, and establish a rule that, in
forests where the quality of the range
and advantages for raising cattle and
sheep are equal the year long rate for
sheep after the season of 1911 will
be 30 per cent of the year long for
cattle.

Y.

M.
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PROVIDES

Shatters the Nervous System and Drives the

NIGHT

CLASSES THAT YOUNG SAIL- ORS MAY STUDY

Not a small proportion of the thousands of young seamen of the United
States who are gathered from every
state and territory to handle the big
battleships are no' only In Uncle
Sam's school of the sea but the government is giving them a training
which will make them efficient as engineers in handling the great fighting
machines. As the United States of
fers increased pay to every young
seaman who qualifies as electrician,
engineer, yeoman or in other ways
becomes efficient, the young sailor
has an incentive to occupy the
amount of spare time he has aboard
ship and in the navy yard, for study.
Thousands of them are taking correspondence courses.
The Young Men's Christian Associations saw here a chance to help men.
At the navy yards where from 500 to
2,000 young rookies
are stationed
sometimes for many months, it began
recently to form classes which are
now developing into well organized
schools. In the Norfolk navy yard
there are mora than 200 students en
rolled In classes in subjects all the
way from the, simplest branches, even
spelling, up to advanced studies in
mathematics, electric science and
engineering. A corps of five expert
teachers are now at work night and
day. At first the classes were held
in the Young Men's Christian Association building, in odd rooms in the
navy yard, and aboard ship. Chaplain Patrick found the work so valuable to the men that he gave up his
quarters to be used as a school room.
Educational lectures were given on
the quarter deck, where the audience
filled every inch of space, covered
the big deck guns and crowded the
crow's- - nest. Classes of recruits-werheld in the yard under electric
lights and the classes were becomwith
ing a big
hundreds of eager boys who come
largerly from the farms and cities of
the interior states, pursuing an education.
Every boy of the navy is checked
up by the United States examiner on
his record from deportment and personal cleanliness, to spelling. It is a
common thing for the examiner to
condition the young sailor's advancement on taking a course under the
'direction of the Young Men's CLiis-tloAssociation. '
When the sailor student goes to sea
he still continues a member of the
class, and whether at the navy yard
at Mare Island or the Philippines, he
an go to the association and clMm
the help of its expert teachers. Affiliations have been made with universities for special courses and man of
the men are enrolled under university instruction in courses all the
way from engineering to farming.
Personal instruction gives these courses effect and thoroughness, for the
nt-shipboard secretaries now on the
are university men. The
ocssibllties of this educational service to the navy as planned, o appealed to President Taft that ho gave
tte plan his personal endorsemetir.
ol

Grippe, then Pneumonia
Is too often the fatal sequence. Foley's Honey and Tar expel the cold,
checks the la grippe, and preventB
penumonla. It is a prompt and reliable cough medicine that contains no
narcotics. It is as safe, for your children as yourself. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
A Cold, La
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The Neal internal treatment
A Guaranteed Contract
cures tha periodical, occasional
or moderate drinker the habitual A
guaranteed bond and contract
and excessive drinker and the ner- is
given each ,'patient agreeing to
vous man who has to drink effect a perfect cure or refund the
to keep from becoming
money at the end of third day.
more nervous. It takes away
all inclination to drink, all desire
A Modern Treatment
and craving for drink by neutralizing the poison of alcohol in the The Neal is a Physician's
system and ridding the blood of Cure for the drink habit; it is
the poison by a rapid process of the most modern and perfect of
elimination leaving the drinker in known treatments, originated by
the same normal condition he was a physician, and administered by
in before tasting liquor, so far as experienced physicians. It never
the effect of alcohol may be con- fails.
cerned all appetite for drink
Call, write or phone 321 for free
gone and he a new man.
book and copy of contract; Neal
No Hypodermic Infections
Institute Co., 512 N. Second St.,
The Neal Internal treatment ef Albuquerque, N. M. All comfects a perfect cure in three days munications strictly confidential.
Bank references given.
without hypodermic injections.
.

OLGA NETHERSOLE IN

'THE REDEMPTION

Olga Nethersole, in a notable ca
reer devoted mainly to characteriza
tions of erring women, has never
been given a part so sympathetic 08
that of Evelyn Vaudray in which she
is to be seen at the Duncan next
Tuesday night.
Madame Vaudray, wife of a plain,
matter of fact business man, is unable to interest herself in the cold,
hard practicalities of life. Vaudray,
for his part, cannot understand the
poetic flights to which hia wife is
given. So far as can be seen by observers of. their course, the union of
the Vaudrays is an eloquent example
of

There is this, however, to be explained Vaudray, after his own fash-Iostrongly loves Evelyn. He Is
proud of her beauty ind her wit, and
any thought that she does not return
his love has never occurred to him.
To their little world, however, the
domestlo conditions at the Vaudray'a
are apparent. The visits of a certain
literary light, young, imaginative,
passionately in love with life, have
begun to be talked about, and ultimately Vaudrav, without heat and
without suspicion, speaks to the
young man, telling him it would be
better if he would cease calling.
Vaudray has a very clear idea of the
attraction which induces the poet's
presence, but never does he credit
his Trite with entertaining more than
a casual regard for the handsome visitor. Consequently when he informs
her that he has requested the poet to

OF EVELYN

VAUDRAY"

remain away, and she receives this
statement with violent protest and
later a confession of her love for; the
man, Vaudray is stunned. The wife
declares she will leave Vaudray and
he agrees it is better so.
This Is the condition at the end of
the first act of "The Redemption of
Evelyn Vaudray." She does leave-lea- ves
not only her home and husband, but what is far dearer to her,
she leav her little son. What follows this move is brilliantly depicted
by the great master, Henri Bernstein,
author of the play. The English
adaption has been made by Louis N.
Parker, just now the most prominent
dramatist In America, by reason of
his "Pomander Walk," "Disraeli" and
"Chantecler."
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Tuesday, March 28
Miss Olga Nethersole
(LIEBLER & CO., MGRS.)

And a splendid company of English and
American players in

W
W

The Redemption of Evelyn Vaudray
By HENRI BERNSTEIN

1

author of "THE THIEF"

V

MYSTERIOUS CATTLE MOVEMENT
Silver City, N. M., March 24. A

week or ten days ago a mysterious
movement of cattle began in the
Burro mountains, large numbers of
them bunching together and starting
in a southwesterly direction. A cowboy reported he crossed 'a big. trail
that appeared to him must have been
made by the passing of five thousand
head. They were headed southwest
and when they reached tho right of
way fence along the Arizona & New
Mexico railroad, they broke through
it and kept on moving. Cattlement
Ibimvam tliA mnvAmnf riiiatlprl nut
'their cowboys and the latter got busy
checking the progress of the cattle
and turning them back to their range.
,

JHE BEST

SPRING TONIC
Spring is the season when the blood is weakest, and our systems least
responsive to the demands of nature. It is the time o fickle appetites, poof
digestion, lack of energy, bodily fatigue, and many other systemic disturbA great many so called tonics'
ances which warn us that we need a tonic.
are mere nerve stimulants, often producing exhilarating effects, but acting
with decided injury on the system later. If your system is weak and depleted you can only tone it up by supplying an increased amount of nourishment, and this can come only through pure, rich blood. S. S. S. is the
greatest of all blood purifiers ; and it is the one medicine you can rely upon
to supoly the system with the best tonic effects and at the same time thoroughly purify the blood. Many people have put off using a tonic until the,
system became so weakened it could not resist disease, and have paid for the
neglect with a spell of debilitating sickness. S. S. S. is nature's ideal tonic;
It tones up the stomach
made entirely of healthful roots, herbs and barks.
and digestion, aids and improves the appetite, and in every way contributes
'
;
to strong, robust health. S. S. S. is for sale at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, GA

Adapted for the American Stage by LOUIS N. PARKER
author of "POMANDER WALK" and staged
by BEN GREET

'
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FAMINE

Cablegrams of the other day d
clared that millions of Chinese woul
die of famine before the next harvest
in the Celestial Kingdom. There
no reason to believe that this is au
exaggeration. For many months 'the
rest of the world has been hearin
from time to time of the ravages
that famine and the bubonic plague
have bceri wreaking in the land
the yellow man. It is as vast a do
main as it is backward in the way
of modern clvilizatioin. News from it
various centers travels slowly. Thq
great bulk of its people eke out
rather miserable existence even
a period of reasonable plenty. They
live from hand to mouth, and their
And
subsistence is always meager.
when, famine overtakes such a people
so situated, it marches on with
terrible tread unless sufficient outsid
help is tendered to stem its tide.
That heln has not been given. And
the report that millions of the Chin
ese will die of starvation while they
are waiting for their always all too
scanty crops to ripen is well within
the realm of possibility. Perhaps
understates the truth, if anything.
Why then, has the world stood idly
by Instead of rushing relief to these
fellow men and women
and little children who are even more
helpless? To be sure some succor
has been extended. Missionary socie
ties in this country, the Red Cross
and many generous individuals, have
sent a ship load or two of flour and
other supplies from ports along the
Pacific coast. The same has been
done by those In other countries who
are always first to help. But all that
has been sent so far will be but as a
drop in the bucket to what is need'
sore-afflicte- d
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TJIK MEXICAN OUTLOOK

.The situation ;in Mexico appears to
point to a long drawn out struggle
on 'the part of the insurreetoi, notwithstanding the evident deieimina
tioa of the Diaz government 10 force
matters to an early conclusion. While
th events of the past few weeks in- ed.
dicate that it is impossible for the
There seems to be no semblance of
insurrectos to put a large force in organized effort in this or other coun
the field, their uprising cbmprehends tries to continue sending such relief
or the necessary amount of it. This is
a general movement by small bands
a story that has not been often told.
in a number of the Mexican states Whenever a disaster of any sort has
extending from Yucatan on the south- overwhelmed a people or even
ern
border to Chihuahua on the small portion of them, their brothers
north, and a state of guerrilla war- in the rest of the world have always
Had an
fare may be maintained for an indefi- responded nobly with aid.
earthquake or a terrific tidal wave
nite period. The long and fruitless
wiped out one of the more promin
struggle "of the Mexican government ent of the cities or seaports on the
to crush the comparatively
small hinese coast, that would have been
band of Yaqui Indians' affords an ex- one of those unusual catastrophes
which would have immediately at
ample of the possibilities in this ditracted the attention of the entire
rection, greatly augmented in the world. Help would have been rushea
case of the Insurrectos by the rugged to the strikers and the homeless from
nature of the territory in which their all quarters of the earth.
But is the march of famine an;
operations are being chiefly conductNo death is so slow
ed, as well as by the general character less terrible?
as that trough
and agonizing
of the disaffection that prevails among
about by starvation. No humans are
the masses throughout the country,
rendered so helpless as those caught
The olive branch of peace which in its clutches- - A famine of monstrous
is parading
it was believed the minister of fin proportions
through
ance, Limantour, was bringing is re China. Is it not time that substantial
help be given?
garded with skepticism by the leadThe Chinese may be yellow. They
ers of the insurrectos, who do not may be
are
Ignorant. But they
hesitate to declare it the peace humans. That most terrible nf deaths,
of
of tie grave on account of the starvation, threatens the lives
ultimatum be has delivered as a pre- millions of them. Are they not worthy
of help in their dire dilemma? Ate
requisite to any negotiations that is,
they not entitled to it? It will be to
that the Insurrectos must lay down the
eternal shame of civilization if
their arms before the government this famine is not checked.
will consider their demands for the
reforms they have formulated.
COOK AND COLUMBUS
and other insurrectionist leaders
declare tnat these demands were premat is a pretty nam "jou ' wnicu
sented before they took up arms, only Henry vignuuU gives uie memory oi
He
when
to be ignored by President Diaz and Ubnsiopher Columbus
makes nini a member in good ana
his ministers, and that therefore it
high standing of tne Dr. Cook cluu.
would b folly to expect any different A
sportsman would be
results now. They are firm in their apt to say it was a blow below ths
determination that any truce mast belt, tor Christopher is for obvious
be an armed truce until assurances of reasons unable to resent the imputation of faking, and even if be were
protection are given while the negoalive it is by no means certain that
tiations proceed, and, further, that he took
all his records home with
the Diaz government must prove its him. Mr- Vignaud has expended the
sincerity as regards the reforms it greater part of two years unearthing
promises by Instituting them before evidence to prove that Columbus did
peace is declared. Chief among these not actually discover America a fact
demands are fair elections and the which has not required any such
of the large estates in a waste of midnight oil, electric light
such a manner as will admit of their or natural or artlfical gas. There
purchase in small lots by the present. are too many convincing proofs thai
Columbus
was not the first man
tenants.
American InThe situation in this respect is other than
similar to that of the Irish people be- dians to set foot on these shores to
fore the passage of the land bill by make Mr. Vignaud's "discover"' histhe Liberal government in the Brit torically sensational.
For more than four hundred years
ish house of commons- - Under the
present conditions the Mexican tenan- the world has honored the memory of
try are doomed to hopeless poverty, Columbus as an intrepid explorer
with no prospect of bettering their rather than as the actual discoverer
lot except in the event of the grant- of the New World, and nothing that
ing of a similar land measure by the Mr. Vignaud has brought to light
Diaz government. Discontent on this seriously discounts his claim to the
universal admiration he has received.
account Is so deeply rooted and
among the Mexican masses One of the first, things the pupil of
that apparently no hopes of perman- history learns concerning Columbus
ent peace can reasonably be enter- is that he stumbled unwittingly upon
tained until this condition is reme- a continent that had never felt the
died; that is, unless the people can touch of a white man's foot until
be held in subjection under the Iron Columbus took possession in the
heel of a dictator. England failed name of Spain. The very name "InIn the case of the Irish and any dian" has embalmed for all the time
Khnilar methods pf repression would the magnificent blunder which Coseem even more sure to fall In deal-m- g lumbus made. But none of these
with the untamed Indian blood facts lessens the glory of his achievewhich, antimates the Mexican insur- ment in crossing a thousand leagues
rectos. The present uprising may te of water in his tiny caravel.v even
crushed, but others will follow with though he may have had, as Vignaud
Increased determination until the de- claims, a chart In his hand. A trans
Atlantic trip fonf"hundff. yf arf ago
sired reforms ' are granted-- '
Ma-der-

a

was not the journey alon ocean paths
that It is today, and it called for all
the still and heroism which are commemorated In the tributes paid
the memory of Columbm
I Whether one believes that a Norwegian viking waa the real discovered
of America or that some earlier white
man found the prehistoric aborigines
here or that! Columbus was the actual discoverer, the fact remains that
Columbus is fully entitled to all the
honors his memory has ever received.
America is here and Italy is three
thousand miles and more away, and
the man who made the Journey between the two four hundred years
ago in a frail craft had the spirit of
the hero and the dauntless explorer.
Any efforts to deprive him of his dues
on technical grounds are more or less
"yellow." It is the very sarcasm of
injustice to give him "Hall Columbia"
v
at this late date,
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"111 be all right la. a few moments,
I'm not going la tba ambulance."
"I don't want to go back without
youjli l ea helj iti madam," replied
the' physician earnestly. "We ram
down three persons to get here without delay 1" London Telegraph.
'

"How did Clarence come to get into a disgraceful fight with that camera fiend "
. "Well,
you see Clarence was walking in the park last Sunday with his
fiancee, Miss Fryte. And whenever tho
lady got in range of the camera
the man would snap it"
"And so Clarence objected?"
"Well, he spoke to the man abou.
it And the fellow answered that ha
wasn't taking her picture, but only
closing the shutter when she passed,
because the lens were too valuable tj
risk." Toledo Blade.

-

"My husband is particularly liable
to seasickness, captain," remarked a
lady pafisenger. "Could you tell him
what to do In case of an attack?"
" 'Taint necessary, mum," replied
the
captain. "He'll do It." Mariner's
The alarm clock went off, with a
Advocate.
a
start
with
ring. Curly woke up
and sprang out of bed with a bound.
Every man can find work if he uses
"My, it's a foggy morning!" he ex- his
said Andrew Carnegie In
claimed. But he discovered to his an brains,"
r
address.
clock
delight that h had set his
"We should all be like the piano
of
two
hours
had
still
and
wrong,
tuner I once met out West.
blessed sleep-H"Why, I said to him for we were
once.
at
to
bed
return
not
did
a wild, unsettled country surely
in
He slipped on his shoes and dressing
piano tuning can't be very lucrative
and
his
of
room,
out
jacket, crept
here. I shouldn't imagine that piano
tiptoed along the passage. Then he were very plentiful in this region."
and
door
a
banged
stopped before
" 'No, sir, they're not,' said tlii
it lustily with his knuckles.
'tut I make a pretty fai:
"Confound it!" groaned a voico piano tuner,
income
up barbed wire
tightening
by
Time to get
smothered in sheets.
Louis Globe Deinocrar
fences.'
up?"
"No, you've got two hours yet," re
Mother was Invited to a party, anu
plied Curly.
the Dorothy, 5 years old, was in moth
exclaimed
hours!"
"Two
er's room while she was dressing.
smothered voice, angrily. "Then, why
"Where are you going?" asked Cor
on earth have you wakened me?"
othy.
"Why, to warn you," observed Cur
"I'm going to a surprise party
ly, as he retreated; "for i mane me
dear,"
replied the mother.
same mistake myself." Answers.
"Are we going with you?"
"No, dear; you're not invited."
The little eirl was thoughtful for
"I near had a scrap this morn
momentThen she said:
a
a
slender
young lawyer
ing," confided
"Say, mother, don't you flhina
whom you wouldn't suspect of being
they'd be lots more surprised if you
belligerent.
Who with?" we asked, with no re did take us?" Milwaukee Free Press
gard for grammar.
"Jimmle Squiggs. I guess I spoke A Special Medicine' for Kidney Ail
ments
hastily to him. Anyhow, he got the
people have found in
Many
elderly
mm.
to
I
lick
wanted
idea that
Remedy a quick re
Kidney
Foley's
"Well, what did he do?"
lief and permanent benefit from kid'
"He took it on the run- - Honest, he oey and bladder ailments and from an
did three blocks in about VI seconds noying urinary irregularitljs due to
advancing years. Isaac N. Regan,
before 'I could say a word."
Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney
'That's going some for a big man Farmer,
Remedy effected a complete cure in
like Squiggs."
my case and I want others to know
"Ain't It? And It didn't do him a of it" O. Q. Sohaefer and Red Cross
"u '
bit of good. I was a half block ahead Drug Co.
V.
of him every step of the way.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Foley Kidney Pills
Neutralize and remove the poisons
that cause backache, rheumatism, ner
'Home rule has been a long time vousness and all kidney and bladder
coming," said Thomas V. Brady, sec- irregularities, They build up and re
store the natural action of these vital
retary of the Irish Emigrant Society
O. G. Schaefer andxRed Cross
of New York. "The Englishmen who organs.Co.
Drug
promised it to us were rather a tired
lot when it came to fulfilling their
When you hear a man say that he
promise. They were as tired, indeed, has nothing to be thankful for, look
as Pat Murphy of Ballycoolish.
him over and you may see' where he
'
'Pat,' said I, 'don't you ever get is correct.
tired doing nothing?'
'Pat looked up from his pipe and'
The most common cause of insom
nodded lazily.
nia are disorders of the stomach. Cham
'Indade, sor,' he said, 'I get so berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
tired doin nothing' that I can't do correct these disorders and enable
you to sleep. For sale by all drug
nothin' else.' "Washington Star.
gists.
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ICELESSiCEBOX"
LATEST INVENTION

CONSISTING
NEW

REFRIGERATOR

COOLS BY
OF WATER;
PATENT ALREADY SOLD

s
Los Angeles, March 24. The
refrigerator has been added to the
list of wonderful inventions of the
present century. Even in the days of
the horseless carriage and of wireless
communication, a refrigerator that is
ioeless, to the popular mind, is something quite beyond comprehension.
The invention is that of William W.
Dunbar of Phoenix, Ariz., though all
rights have just been purchased by
A. P. Maginnis and James T. Ritchie
of this city.
The consideration is
withheld, but it is understood to be a
staggering figure.
The invention of the new ioeless
refrigerator was the result of the application of a practice followed for
years x by prospectors and cattlemen
in desert regions of Arizona, New
Mexico and Colorado.
By wetting
the thick felt covering of their
they were successful' in lowthe
temperature of the water
ering
inside a number of degrees, affording a cool drink even when the thermometer registered over 100 degrees
in the shade. The cooling of the
water was effected by the rapid evaporation from the felt covering.
Mr. Dunbar spent many years In
mining and prospecting in the three
commonwealths and it was while engaged In this work that the idea came
to him of making a refrigerator, the
cooling process in which would be
that of evaporation.
After much experimenting it was
of
found that by the arrangement
proper drafts and the slowest possible movement of water over which
the outside air could be carried, a
very satisfactory degree of refrigeration could be maintained, equaling
In effect that obtained In a standard
Ice refrigerator, bountifully supplied
with Ice.
this refriThe claim Is made-thgerator can be used successfully for
is
all purposes where refrigeration
desired. The only requisite 1b a
small amount of water each day.

K"

Vir

days of sunshine in the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by moan-- ,
tain streams or from wells of no great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen Inches, aver"
age, occurring principally in July and August.
The soil is highly fertile and easy of working, being generally sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
wnere conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming,", practiced scientifically, a proving to be successful here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand acres surrounding the city is now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up very promising values. Building stone of superior quality li
quarried nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent
grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost
Stock raising is a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds In this National
Forest,' with its grand scenery, Its trout streams and big game.
.Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are
open all the year for health, or pleasure seekers.
'
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TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET HEPORTS
$5.,256.50; southern steers,

$4.60
southern cows and heifers, $3,400
6;
New York, March 24. Call money,
cows and heifers, $36.15;
4
cent. Prime mercan 5; native
2 8

flONEY AND STOCKS

i

3--

1--

per

44

2
tile paper,
per cent. Mexican dollars, 45. Amalgamated 62
Great
Sugar 119. Atchison 109
New YorkCen
Northern, pfd. 126
Northern Pacific 123
tral 107
Southern Pac. 117.
Reading- 156
Steel 781-2- ; pfd.
Union Pacific 175
118 bid.
1--

1--

7--

7--

7--

HE1AL
New York, March 24. Lead, steady
445450; standard copper weak; spot
and May 11.7011.90. Silver 52

$4.C05.90;
stockers and feeders,
bulls, $45.25; calves, $4.506.50;
western
western steers, $4.75(86;
cows, $3.255.25.
Hogs 16,000. Market steady. Bulk,
$6.606.70;
$C60680;.. heavy,
packers and butchers, $6. 60 6. 80:
light, $6.756.85.
Sheep 3,000. Market weak. Mub.
$5.50
tons, $4.255.25; lambs,
4575; fed western ewes,

$45.10.

CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Chicago, March 24. Cattle, 1,500.
Market strong. Beeves, $5. 20 6. 75;
WOOL
Texas steers, $4.505.65; western
St. Louis, March 24. Wool Mar- steers,
$4.805.80; stockers and
ket unchanged. Territory and western feeders, $45.80; cows and heifers,
mediums, 1922; fine mediums, 16
$2.655.90; calves, $5.257.25.
18; fine, 1216.
Hogs 25,000. Market slow. Light,
$6.807.20; mixed, $6.657.10;
rough, $6.45
heavy, $G.456.90;
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
to
choice,
heavy, $665
6.65;
good
24.
March
Wheat, May,
Chicago,
690;
pigs, $6607.10; bulk, $6.70
8
Corn, May, 47 34
July 88
6.90.
'
30
49
Oats May,
July
Sheep 8,000. Market steady. NaMay.
Pork,
July 30
71-$15.9
July $15.65. Lard, May, tive, - $3.105.35; western, - $3.30
ft AZwnrllnn tl 7K(H)S K0- lambs
$8.62
July $8.60. Ribs, May
and
natives, $56.50; western, $5.25
,
,;
$8.90; July $8.60.
5--

3--

7--

6.60.

KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Kansas

City,

March

.'

This is a free country, but no man
admires the freedom of people who
steers, talk behind his back.
Cattle,

24.

1,000, including 300 southerns.

ket steady to strong, Native

Mar-

For Saturday and (Ion day, at

BACHARACH'S
1-

;

7 to 9 P. M. Saturday

OFF EVERY ARTICLE IN THE HOUSE
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Sale Prices Positively Will Not be Given to Any One at Any But the Advertised Time

These Prices are Good All Day
Saturday and Monday
io Yards

Yards 1 10 Yards
best Lonsdale
new 15c
r. fluslin,

10

per- -

3i-in- ch

27-in- ch

cale, all
ginghams
colors for 75c
$1.20

VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed healthfulnesg without extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 800

9fHIS

OF A FINISH OBTAINED ONLY IN THE BEST

Extra Special Bargains

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from' bar
rels on the bar.

-

Candelabra, etc

Match BoxBHolders

at

A political candidate says all he
asks is the confidence of the people.
That's all a bunko man asks he is
willing to do the rest.

LAS VEGAS

Jardinieres

ice-les-

can-teen-

OF

Smoking Sets
Ash Trays

Fern Dishes

EVAPORATION

'

As the hospital ambulance dashed
up to the curb and Its surgeon sprang
sff into the curious crowd the pa
tient on the sidewalk partially recovered from her fainting fit."
'I don't want to go .to a hospital,"
she declared, when she observed' the
approach of the uniformed doctor- -

BRASS NOVELTIES

OF

LINE

COMPLETE

-

wlda-sprea-

1911

36-i- n.

wide

10

Pepperell
Sheetings

9--

4

$1.10
..1

Yards

Bleached
$2.75

,

TEN YARD LIMIT TO EACH CUSTOMER

Saturday Night, From 7 to 9 p. m.
'
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Come Down After Supper
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515-51- 7
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TWO AFTER ONE o
o
o
JOB FOR FORTY

REBELS

CAPTAINS

COMMISSIONS
HELD
BY CHARLES
DOLL AND A
BROTHER OF PAT M'ELROY

URl

None other than a Las Vegas man
was responsible for the dynamiting of
the "bull pen" in Juarez a few days
ago, according' to William
Cullen
Hicks, a prominent attorney of Tucson, Arizona, who is in the city on
business. The man who turned the
trick is Charles Doll, who under the
name of Charles Duffey, gained considerable fame as a wrestler here
some time ago. Hicks was In El Paso
when Doll blew up the adobe pen and
frightened the already-skittis- h
people
of Juarez nearly out of their remain
ing wits. He says Doll made the
Also the New Scrim, Madras
bomb himself and lighted It from his
Etamine, Muslin, Nottingham
cigarette.
and Cable Net Curtains and
Doll has already fought valiantly
in some of the battles between the Nets are now in a grand arDONT NEED WALKING STICK insurrect09 and the federals. At
the ray for Spring, 1911.
battle
Casas
of
a
Grandes
he
formed
One-fift- h
Amerloans Do Not Often Carry It, but
Off for Cash
breastworks from the bodies of severla a Matter Purely of PerWeek
Ending-MarcDuring
al men killed near him and stood ofT
sonal Choice.
25th Last yeek
a score of 'federals. Each time he
sale on metal beds and
Now that we are reminded of It, ws fired a federal
soldieridropped dead.
dressers continues unrealize that the great American people For this and other valtant feats Doll
til March 25th.
are seldom seen to possess a walking
tiok.
"It's a small thing," writes has been promoted to the rank of cap New
He is proving of value to
Guernsey Earthenware
an essayist in a morning paper, "the tain.
forces.
abence of the walking stick, but it
Erown, White Lined,
Doll is something of a veteran. He
belongs to the American motto, never,
Enameled Cooking and
in the hustle of life, carry unnecessary fought in the Boer war and has seen
Serving- Dishes. Also
cargo." The Idea is, of course, fantas service in South America. He is both
Casseroles with and
tic with the fantasy of transpontine
common sense. The hustle of life a prize fighter and a wrestler. An'
without handles, only
fit
surely extends to travel In the case other Las Vegas man, a brother of
of a nation which would consider it Patrick McElroy of the Charles II
self degraded if it spent longer than a feld company. Is with the Insurrectos
week in a complete Journey through and
has, been made a captain. Doll
Europe; and when Americans travel has a
wife, who is at present In Las
they are the last to deny themselves
She is employed at the White
Vegas.
the luxury of an extra bit of luggage
Opposite Y. M. C. A.. E. Las Vegas
because it happens to be unnecessary. Kitchen.
It Is common knowledge that they go
"The statement that the Mexican
on loading the liner trunks until the Insurrectos are ' a band of robbers,
company's officials say "Stop," if only which has been often repeated, Is a win win and that it will not take
to collect so many more steamship
them long to do so. Mr. Hicks
and hotel labels to add to their al- base and malicious slander," is the
that as soon as Diaz officially
ready bloated store of these trophies. assertion of Mr. Hicks. He is an at recognizes that an
Insurrection is in
MoI.
Francisco
No. The walking stick is a matter torney for General
s
of his army will
purely of personal choice. Most Amer- dero, who is leading the insurrectos progress
icans chance to feel no need for a and is furnishing the funds for the desert him. , Many of the men are
walking stick, whereas we do. That
He convicts serving as soldiers. Aa soon
on of their campaign.
is how thethlng stands. When it carrying
as they become actual soldiers in a
comes to a walking stick the world says the insurgents are a band of pa
conflict they will desert
recognized
make
and
die
great
must be considered individually. The triots willing to
because it will be impossible to have
coun
of
their
the
for
sacrifices
is
good
to
physical weakling
quite likely
have a taste for a gigantic club; the try, which they hope to emancipate them returned from foreign countries
enormously powerful man who snaps from the yoke of Diaz, a yoke that Is or the United States. An esoaoed
&i returned to hla native
his Sandow developer before, break-heavier and more intol- convict can
fast as though it were a piece of cot- ever growing
but there is no international
country
ton may select tor a walking stick the erable.
law requiring the retunTof deserting
Mr. Hicka says Madero has placed
thinnest shred of malacca that money
soldiers.
to
amounts
which
can buy. London Globe.
entire
his
fortune,
Mr. Hicks is attorney for Lawrence
many millions of dollars, in American
is prepared to spend it all Converse and Edward Blatt, two
He
banks.
Traditions of Mother Shlpton.
for the advancement of free govern- American young men who have been
Of all British
prophets, Mother
in Mexico. It is a part of Mr. imprisoned in Mexico. Through Mr,
ment
celis
most
doubt
the
Shlpton
beyond
ebrated. She was, in fact, all that a Hicks' duty to make plain to the Hicks' influence an order for the re
prophet and witch should be, in American people the causes of the lease of the two was issued a few days
strange contrast to the serious and revolution in Mexico and to show ago. It was proved that they were
scientific nostradamus. The day she Mexican
people residing in the United arrested on American soil, being over
was born the sky became dark and
Mr.
it will prove to their ad- 200 feet from the boundary.
that
States
gloomy and, according to her biographrebel army. Ma- Hicks says if it is ever shown the
the
Join
to
vantage
out
an
half
for
,
"belcht
er,
nothing
hour but but flames, thundering aiter dero has offered good pay to every men were arested on Mexican soil it
a most hideous manner."
Her per- man who will enlist in his army and will be demonstrated that the city of
sonal appearance, described by her at the close of the war will give him El Paso really belongs to Mexico.
admiring biographer in 1662, is scarce- a homestead on which he can live In This would be the cause of interna
ly flattering: "Her physiognomy was
the remain- tional complications of an Interesting
so misshapen that it is altogether Im- peace and plenty during
if not serious nature.
life.
his
possible to express fully in words, or der of
Mrl Hicks is a prominent politician
Mr. Hicks says the cause for the re
for the most ingenious to line her in
colors, though many persons of emin- volution is the tyranny of Diaz and of Arizona. He was an ardent workent qualifications in that line have his regime. He says the insurrectos er for statehood for that
territory and
often attempted It, but without suchas been endorsed as a candidate (for
cess." Metropolitan Magazine.
United States senator.
He believes
both Arizona and New Mexico will be
Catarrh
Surely
Faust Budweiser beer is
Tony
states by the time congress meets In
on tap ,at the Opera bar and Is one
December 1912. Mr. Hicks will lec
of the finest draft beers served over
Dangerous
ture tomorrow evening in the Duncan
any bar in the city.
opera house. He will show the causes
Thousands of people allow catarrh for the revolution In Mexico and will
When a man's red hair begins to to slowly, undermine the whole sys endeavor to explain away many erturn gray he is' willing to let .it go tem until a serious disease develops roneous beliefs concerning it that are
entertained by New Mexico people.
sometimes consumption.
at that, "j", j
use
should
who
have
catarrh
People
every effort to get rid of it, but
to
his
!who
FAITH IN PINS.
is
wedded
The painter
should above all adopt a sensible
art should be true to his colors.
method.
Stomach dosing, sprays and douch
THE FIRST BALLA3T.
es won't cure catarrh because it is a
germ disease, and the germs must be
destroyed before the disease can be
conquered.
HTOMEI Is the one sensible cure
for catarrh because it reaches every
fold, crevice and nook in, the mucous
membrane and gets where the germs
are. You breathe HYOMEI and as
it passes over the inflamed membrane
its soothing influence heals the soreness and destroys the germs.
A complete HYOMEI outfit costs
This consists of a bottle of
$1.00.
HYOMEI and a hard rubber inhaler.
Pour a few drops of HYOMEI Into
the Inhaler and breathe it a few minutes each day, that's all you have to
do. It is guaranteed by E. G.
and druggists everywhere to
Mrs. Youngwed (three a. m.) And
cure catarrh, coughs, colds and sore to think I pinned my faith to your
throat or money back. Extra bottle high sense of honor!
Mr. Youngwed (loaded) Justsh like
Captain Noah Here, trim the boat;
of HYOMEI costs 50 cents. 'J Free
she's leaning to the starboard!' hie a woman ; thlnglngsh that pins
on
Booth's
from
trial
request,
sample
the
Mate Ham Come, boys, shove
hie will holdsh anything hlo and
"
.
N.
'Y.
Hyomei Co., Buffalo,
alaph&nts td th ear! side.
alwayah.

YEARS
CHANCE TO BE A JUDGE

IN KAN

SAS COUNTY, APPEALS TO
LAWYERS
.

Topeka, Kan, March 24. W. P.
Campbell and ICC. Sluas, both of
Wichita, were in Topeka yesterday
talking with Governor Stubba about
the new judgeeblp appointment which
the governor haa to make in Sedgwick
county. Both are candidates for the
job.

Just forty years ago this month
these two men came to Topeka on
the same day and on the same mission. The district court had Just been
organized in Sedgwick county and
James M. Harvey was governor.
Both wer? young men then and both
wanted to be Judge of the first dis
trict court in Sedgwick, county. Both
had settled in the county a short time
before and they were practicing law

From Barteldes Seed
Co. It will pay you
to see our line before
elsewhere.

J. A. Paper.
Grocer and Butcher.

.

Test Readings for
Two Days Free

.

THE

ROSENTHAL

as-ser-ts

But It was Just a coincidence thaf
brought both these men again in Topeka and the same day in the same
month forty years later, each seeking
the same appointment again. Governor Stubbs gave them a hearing, but
has not made hi3 decision.
SHORT $25,000, GRAIN MAN FLED
March 24. Laverne A.
Chicago,
LeweUyn, president of the Merchants'

Grain company,
last
disappeared
Monday afternoon. Today a note was
found in which Lewellyn admitted to
the stockholders of the
company
he had lost $25,000 of their funds in
speculation and did not have the
courage to face them. Lewellyn had
assigned his membership in the board
of trade, his stock in the company
and other securities over to the firm
to make good as much of the deficit
as possible. William Kemper,
of the company, said the
firm would not prosecute.

two-third-

MME.

CHULDA
Palmist, Clairvoyant,

"Spirit Medium
Realizing that many of the best
citizens of this city are only too
anxious to visit a good reliable Clairvoyant, if they were first assured of
satisfaction, therefore, Chulda agrees
to tell you what ycta came for, just
what you want to know, or no charge.
Could anything be more fair? She
teaches you how to control others and
make any one at a distance think of
you. Know thyself. Knowledge is
Tells when and whom you
power.
will marry whether huajband, wife or
sweetheart Is true'or false and. how
to make anyone kind and true. Cures
the
drink and all bad habits,
causes
marriages,
speedy
separated,
removes evil influences, stumbling
blocks at your enemies' designs. I
find out what causes your bad luck,
you who are now In trouble, can't
you look back and see how it could
all have been avoided had you only
known as to who was secretly doing
you harm.' I can and will help you.
I locate hidden treasures, lost wills,
important papers, friends, coal and
oil lands, mines and minerals. Tells
you how to get the love of those you
most desire. How to Invest to obtain
the best possible results. Tells what
to do, what to avoid, gives advice on
all important undertakings and business transactions. Gives spirit mes-sa-g
s from your dead and departed relatives, friends, etc. Chulda positivemore f acts
ly guarantees to tell you
than any other cla'rvoyant you to
be tie Judge. $500 reward for anyone her equal In this or any other
rooms. No
city. Pleasant reception
one need hesitate to call.

Sacredly
Confidential
El Dorado Hotel, 514 Grand Ave
All Readings

I

WILLIAM JON
HAFFNERCD
ENGRAVER?TR1NTBRS
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News

to

Him.

"When I was in Europe this summer," said Dayman, trying to entertain the, minister, "I got quite Interested In some of them old churches."
"Indeed?" replied Rev. Mr. Gassa-wa"I suppose you know of St.
Paul's in London?"
"No.
You don't tell me? What
hotel's he stopping atr" Catholio
Standard and Times.

y.

,
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Put Out
Seymour Aren't yon living in the
flat any more?
Ashley No; the landlord evicted
me because I was practising deep
breathing.
ems like an abSeymour" That
surd reason.
Ashley It wasn't absurd, however;
expanding my cheat pushed out two or
three of his partitions.
!

Their Use,
"When do they use bltU on a vea
el?"
"In the teeth of a driving gale, I suppose."
A Mother's Safeguard
Foley's Honey and Tar for the chil
dren. Is best and safest for all
coughs, colds, croup, whoon'ng-coug- h
and bronchitis.
No opiates.
O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

Best draught beer in the city. at
the Lobby, of course.
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Habit

0
0
0

0

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

0
0
0
0

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

0

0,
0'
0

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

0

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want When
they want it.

0

there..

Ma-dero-'s

and Package

buying

Ilanna, a lawyer of Santa Fe,
was among the business visitors In
las Vegas today.
j
Dr. J. R. Flint of Watrous, arrived
In the city today to visit a few day
with his parents, Mrl and Mrs. David
Flint. .,.-Herbert W. Clark returned last
night from Albuquerque, where he
'had been 'on "official business as assistant United States attorney.
District Attorney Charles W. G.
Ward will go tonight-t- o
Raton. He
will take 'with him over fifty judgments in tax cases in which .payment
has been made, to which Judge Clarence J. Roberts will affix his signature.
Governor William J. Mills came In
last evening from Santa Fe- - This 'afternoon he left for Wagon Mound,
where he will hunt ducks. The governor was accompanied by Charles A.
Spiess, Colonel M. M. Padgett, General A. S. Brookes and others. Dr. C.
S. Losey and Dr. A. M. Hammond
will go to Wagon Mound tomorrow to
join the hunters-

'

,
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T5he

NEW DUTCH CURTAINS

LEADING THE

R. H.

The man who. does be
weighing, the measuring- the man who knows how
and whythe man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

'

LAS VEGAS MEN

I

1

'

Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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VELVET CUFFS ON
NEWEST-TROUSER-

AUGUST

S

JS

BELMONT

HOPEFULJF RACING,

FASHION

DECREES
FREAKISH TRYING TO DESTROY BOOKMAK
STYLES FOR MEN, RIVALING
ERS KILLED THE SPORT,
HAREM SKIRTS
HE 8AY8

New York, March

24.

News of fur

New York, March

24.

Comment

ther street rioting, rivaling in ferocity
ing on the announcement that none
the
trouser demonstra
of the Jockey club race tracks will
tions, may soon be expected. The
customs tailors have decreed it is open this year because of the law
highly proper for the college youth, which makes owners and directors
who aspires to the very latest mode, responsible for betting, August Belto wear velvet cuffs on the bottom mont, chairman of the Jockey club,
r
of his trousers. Also the real stylish said today:
man will wear red and brown gar"While of course it la not imposments, with narrow shoulders and sible that we will have racing again
in this state, the only way In which,
shaped to the back.
it may be brought about is through,
rational legislation. In trying to de
RENT FREE.
stroy the bookmaker, in widen they
A young man who is close in money had justifiable support, the reformmatters had the good fortune to marry ers have
gone too far and have ina girl whose parents were quite
a
industry and popular
jured
great
is
at
wealtny, and he
present living
sport. Those who are responsible for
with his wife in one of his
houses. Not long since, whilst the situation gained the confidence and
be was discussing affairs with a friend, support of many by a disavowal of
the latter asked:
hostility to racing itself and an ex"Did the old gentleman give you
pression of admiration for the horse.
that house?"
I
"Well er no, not exactly," was the am now convinced that it was hypanswer. "He offered It to me, but I ocrisy and that they have accomplishwouldn't accept It"
ed what they Bought"
anti-hare-

father-in-law-

's

"How's that?" asked the friend.
wen," answered tne otner, "you
see, the bouse really belongs to me. BARNEY'S BENZ TO RACE AGAIN
I'm living in it rent free, and I'll get
Jacksonville, Fla., March 24. BarIt when the old man dies. If I accept"Blit-zen- "
Oldfleld's
ney
ed It now I'd have to pay the taxes."
Ben, which was disqualified until
June 1, 1912, when Oldfleld was outIf you ha ve trouble in getting rid lawed
recently, hfis been reinstated
of your cold you may know that you
Is no reason why a cold should hang by S. M. Butler, chairman of the
are not treating it properly. There American Automobile association conOh fo
weeks and it will not if you test board- - Oldfield paid a $1,000 fine
take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. and now is officially entered for the
For Bale by all druggists.
meet at Pablo Beach March 27 to 30.
The
the
Darraq,
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged Prince Henry Benz and the Giant
in the wood. Direct from distillery Knox also are included in the lifting
to 'you. At the Lobby, of course.
of the official ban.
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San Miguel National Bank
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$100,000.00
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Praident,
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits

A Good Round Sum
In the bank gives a man about the most comfortable feeling he can enjoy. There are many Jsuch
depositors in

The Las Vegas Savings Bank
And very few commenced with a big amount. They
started with what they had and the constant additions and the interest together have put them in
possession of a tidy gum. Wouldn't it be .wise for
you to do likewise?

'
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a Big Army Cam'p

THE LOBBY

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY AND
San Antonio,

Tex.,

March

21.

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

BUSINESS

HANDLED

DIRECTORY

street corners they discuss among
-

take

into consideration themselves the possibilities of the CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M F. O. E. Meets first and third TueU.
men still remember tnopa going Into Mexico. Many of
Regular communievenings each month, at Praterns
that Fort Sam Houston was not a these old campaigners are worried
Brotherhood hall. Visiting Brother-arcation first and
show place, but a useful institution to lps!. by not reinlisting they have lost
cordially invited. B. F. McGulr
third Thursday In
protect the pioneer settlers from dep- an oppertunity to get under fire.
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary.
Visiteach
month.
If the parade grounds on which the
redations of roving Indians and oring brothers cor
NO
ganized cattle thieves, the war-lik- e
tniops are, now being camped are not dially invited. William H. Stapp, W. FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
102 Meets every Monday
at
enthusiasm of San Antonians can large enough the maneuver grounds
night
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
their ball in the Schmidt buildlna
The people at i.eon Springs, about twenty miles
readily be understood.
vest ot Fountain Square, a!
are as much aroused by the mobi- from this city, will be used. Thj LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Visiting members are cor
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
lization of troops as they would be nobilizatlon has impressed upon of
welcome.
Fred Philips, presi
dially
the'
entered
had
second
States
Un'ted
and
upon
the
licers
if the
War Department
Regular conciTi
Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C
Tex-an- s
dent;
V.
war
of
Its
at
month
for
each
need
Tueerfi
the
in
history.
urgent
having
greatest
'arger
Optie'i Number, Main 2.
Baily, Treasurer.
are ready to fight the Japanese
for the troops at this point. Masonic Tiuiple at 7:30 p. m. CD.
can
Charles
S.
or
Tamme,
or
Mexicans
been
have
the
they
Bc.sher,
.Already arrangements
C;
tnything
ATE3 FR CLASSIFIED ADVER
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 645.
find to fight
made for the construction of addition- Recorder.
TISEMENTS
I. O. B. B. Meets every first Tues
When the troop trains roll into San al barracks and further arrangements
Five cents per line each Insertion
of the month in the vestrj
NO. 8, ROYAL
CHAPTER
VEGA8
LA8
day
Estimate alx ordinary words to a line, Antonio hundreds of citizens wel- of a similar nature will be made
rooms of Temple Montefiore at t
ARCH MASONS Regular convoca
Ne ad to occupy less space than two come the soldiers and cheer lustily. soon. San Antonio looms up as the
tion first Monday In each
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers art
It doesn't strategic point of greatest importance
lines. All advertisements charged will Texas wants to fight
month at Masonic Temple,
inivted. Isaac
cordially
Appel
be booked at, space actually set, with make any difference who is to be for the mobilization of American
at 7:30 p. m. J. A. Rut- - President;
Chas. Greenclay, Sec
smoke
some
powder
ut regard to number of words. Cash fought, so long as
foops in the event of trouble anyretary.
ledge, H. P.; Chas. H.
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2. follows all thiB war-lik- e
display. Be where in Latin America, and it must
Sporleder, Secretary.
KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIl
yond a doubt, if every terrible pre- for all time in the future be possible
NO. 804 Meets second anl fourt)
diction of Richmond Pierson Hobson to mass the entire strength of the RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E.
S. Meets second and fourth ThursThursday In O. R. C. ha!L Pione
as to the intentions of the Japanese United States army here. That, at
Texas least. Is the opinion of many army
building. Visiting members are oo
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs. Ag
were to be realized
nes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; Thodially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.
would simply mob Fort Sam Houston men.
Mrs.
WAN TED First class cook.
B. P. MackeL F. S. '
Bo
mas
B.
wen,
for the front.
Patron;
start
Canand
Worthy
enlist
the
to
from
The
troops
along
John Shank. 613 East Douglas.
Mrs.
A.
Minerva
an
interesting adian border are astounding native
Howell, Secretary. 1.
Certainly, it is
O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. '
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
to see the trains come in, one San Antonians by their utter disreMeets every Monday evening a
WANTED At once, man and wife to eight
come
and the soldiers
breezes EL
gard for the fitful north
NO.
1,
DORADO
LODGE
their
hail on Sixth street All visit
take care of ranch. Inquire W., after another,
forth and organize with the speed of which occasionally bring the temperOF
KNIGHTS
Brethren cordially invited to at
PYTHIAS Meets
ing
Optic.
automatons and march away. If they ature down to 50 or 60. Most of the
tend., Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T
every Monday even
arrive at night, their tents have al- time the temperature stays about 70,
in Castle Hall.
Rogers, V. C; T. M. Elwood, Secre
ing
ready been prepared for them by and for a few days before the recent
are
tary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V
Visiting
Knights
comrades who arrived before. rain it was between 80 and 90.
invited.
cordially
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
WANTED Apartments
for house- their
If they arrlv in the day time they
Troop trains which come through
Charles E.
keeping. Two or three rooms and
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
to the place marked out for Texas are
arrange
Chancellor
kitchen. Harada, Castaneda hotel. march
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
them and pitch their own tents. ments. There are cattle cars for the
Commander; Harry
this
as
if
Meets
the second and fourth Tues
is proceeding
horses, box cars for the artillery and
Martin, Keeper of
WANTED 3 or 4 furnished rooms, Everything
each month in the W. O. W
of
days
had been planned months equipage, and Pullman cars for the
"
mobilization
Records and Seal.
must be strictly modern in desirable
hall at 8 p. m.
would never think it was men. The three kinds are grouped in
One
Clay, VenerabU
ahead.
location by. bachelor gentleman. AdConsul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. Via
set in motion by telegrams flashed many of the trains. One serious mu EALDY LODGE NO.
dress "P," Optic.
77, FRATERNAL
iting neighbors are cordially in
over the country In a single night
take of the Spanish-Americawar is
UNION OF AMERICA
Meet first
Sam
vited.
Fort
set
The telegrams which
caissons
the
i'lie
of
being repeated,
and third Wednesday
of earn
at
received
were
motion
in
Houston
artillery companies are packed in one
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
DENTISTS.
one o'clock in the morning. An hour section of a train and the guns in an
halL A. B. Hayward, F. to,; W. A.
FOR SALE
eggs. Blue after dawn officers were surveying other.
when the first section
Hence,
Glvens,
Secretary. Visiting memribbon stock. Inquire Mrs. E. Mar-tott- the
and
. F. R. LORD
bers cordially Invited.
parade ground of 800 acres
arrives, the contents may be unload
DENTIST
lw
hun
marking it off for tnts. Two
ed, but cannot be moved off until the
Office
B. P. O. ELK8
Pioneer
Bulldln
there
Meets
second
and
dred men began work shortly
second section comes in. In some In;
Rooms 3 and 4
FOR SALE S. C. black Minorcha
fourth
of
Tuesday
mains.
each
They
water
evening
to
after
lay
stances harness was packed in the
Office Phone Main 57
eggs, $1.00 per setting. J. F.
month at O. R. C. hall., Visiting
worked night and day until the task cars of one section, while the horde's
Residence Phone 41a
are
Brothers
K.
for
Invited.
J.
cordially
for
Bids
supplies
was completed.
were in another. But, on the'whqla,
Exaltert Ruler; D. W. Oon- Martin,
ask10,000 men for four months were
the movement has been successful,
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
don. Secretary.
FOR SALE New upright piano, price ed The contracts are still being let.
It is especial! notabl-- that ail of
DENTIST
I
Wm.
Shilllnglaw,
right Inquire
All this was carried through accord- Jies(J trains have been handled fron: RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth Suite
4, Crockett
Ha
Building.
& A." Corporation.
firm
One
law.
erhood hall the deep of the fourth
various parts of the United States
ing to the letter of the
office and residence.
at
pbones
which came in five minutes late with with great speed. They have reThursday of each month, eighth
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
hiH for apvaral thousands ot aoi- ATTOltNEYS
run, thirtieth breath. Visiting brothceived the right of way over every.
baby chicks, $14.00 per 100. Money tars worth of supplies was aenieu
j
ers
has
an
accident
not
to
welcome
and
H
lieo.
the
always
Hunker
else,
Chester a. Hmk,
wigwam.
thing
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag'
W. O. Wood, sachem; David Flint,
permission to submit its proposition, occurred.
HUNKER
&
HUNKER
2.
R
E.
Humboldt,
Stevens,
Kan,
gie
chief of records and collector of
Every precaution known to physiA little city is 'btiilding up around
Attorneys at Law
riana and engineers is being taKen Fort Sam Houston. Saloons, dance
La Vegas, ,
wampum.
New Mexlc
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all dethe camps absolutely sanl halls, billiard rooms have sprung up
to
scriptions. Notary Mala and rec- ta,rvkeep
and as an extra measure the over
night. Property has advanced
ords at Tbm Optlo office.
soldiers are invited to take anti about 1,000 per cent in value, and
typhoid serum and thousands of them what would have bought the land a
are taking the injections.
fw weeks ago will not now pay rent
This week the camp has been a sea for a year on It.
FOR RENT Two room furnished
of mud. One ot the heaviest down
To a husky young man, shoveling fireman had to reach out ' into the
The police are prepared to prevent
house. 921 Lincoln Avenue.
pours of rain this section has ever trouble in the city, as the soldiers are twenty tons of coal a day may not tender, a long stretch, get a shovel
known fell Monday. The mud, how. Inclined to' have a good tinje. There sound like a terrific undertaking; but full of coal, swing it around and
FOR RENT Nice, large steam heated
beThe dust which
is bearable.
ever
that is because he fails to appreciate throw it into the firebox, not any'
is a tendency toward 'animosity
Railrooms. No invalids. 401
of
amount
not..
The
was
it
residents.
the difference between shoveling that where, but on the particular spot on
preceded
Mexican
and
them
tween
road avenue.
r
dust thousands of marching men and This is particularly regretable be- quantity in the course of a
and a half square feet
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.
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the announcement that, following
with a Texas exposition. It is one of try. The success has been astounding.
the martial demonstration in Texas,
the most remarkable chapters in the
The general prosperity throughout the secret Japanese-Mexicatreaty
history of the west.
Texas has been so great, tho growth
The state placed little value on the has been so general and the record of had been abrogated. Uchida told Mr.
Taft that he could rest assured that
empire given in payment for one of the panhandle has been so unique and
Nine-tent- hs
the most magnificent state capltol creditable that all factions may unite hereafter Japan will take no part
whatever in Mexican affairs.
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fjon has become populous and Is
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in view of the fact that rethe
same,
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the existence of
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was framed In April of last year,
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you ever used "We have tried several kinds of cough Princeton, Neb. Just as quickly and
soap
antiseptic
ering
In
success
develop
marked
had
Compound.
has
E. Pinknam's
never
cases
have
of
"but
all
It
in
acts
It at our risk. Two efzes,
coughs,
he
medicine."
says,
surely
Many a man has made a fool of you to try
at lng that road. He is recognized gen- for toilet or bath.
Pinkham,
found any yet that did them as much colds, la grippe and luns trouble. Re himself
Sold only at our store
.$1.00.
50c
and
Write to Mrs.
how
and
show
to
Sold
advice. erally In the railroad world as a man
people
by trying
by druggists everywhere
as Chamberlain's Cough Rem- fuse substitutes. O. G Schaefer and
Tvnn. Mass, for special
good
E. G. Murphey.
Store.
Rexall
The
smart he Is.
will be absolutely
in East Las Vegas by O. G. Schaefer. edy." For sale by all druggists.
Bed Cross Drug Co.
and the advice free. of high operating ability.

TEXAS PLANS TO

JAPAN ABANDONS

CELEBRATE WITH

PROPOSED PACT

EXPOSITION

WITH MEXICO

'

'

j

.

CsmafL

t

IX. x

T

than your Doctor

n

of all human ills start from

crls,-erosse-

.

stomach trouble.
food, greasy
and indigestible, is the cause of most stom
ach troubles. The remedy
in the hands of your cook not
your doctor.
Cottolene is a
cooking fat that is far superior to
lard, butter or any other fat for frying and shortening.
Cottolene is pure in its source; it comes from the cotton fields
of the Sunny South, and is made from the choicest of pure, refined
cotton oil,
Cottolene is manufactured in a cleanly manner, amid the most
favorable sanitary surroundings.
Cottolene is packed in
pails to insure its
freshness and prevent it from absorbing dust and odors of the
grocery. We authorize your grocer to refund your money if
Cottolene s found to be other than fresh and satisfactory.

d

n

$60-00- 0

It

worth more

healthful
than
and

and
or

which any
imitation,

being

if

-it

'.

'

i

ll

-

.

THAT

20,-00- 0

AWFUL

BACKACHE

Make This Test

hob-salin- e

-

sen-satio- ns

e,

-

LADIES:

Ruef-Schmi-

-

JoXentK

f.

I'
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FROM CALIFORNIA

White Asparagus
Long White Radishes
Brussel Sprouts
Head Lettuce
New Cabbage

'

j;
'"

uti

!

I

COUPLED

1

bar at Long's

Lunch every morning at
at Long's Buffet.

Turnips

FROM ALBUQUERQUE

Soup Bunches
Green Onions
Horseradish
Roots

always busy

or Main 194

CALL ON US
Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
'Choice Millet Seed

FREE!!

FREE!

10

We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of our PRIDE FLOUR

LU DW1G

Wn.

PHONE MAIN 379

Nine months from tomorrow Is
Don Margarlto Romero today reChristmas. Do your shopping early. ceived a letter
from a friend in Oli- naga, Mexico, who says that the
Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and fanare being badly whipped in
cy gowns. 1017 Tllden- - Telephone that
The letter states that
locality.
Main 357.
in the battles fought there, which
number four, one federal has been
and sign killed
Automobile, carriage
while the insurrectionists have
painting by a practical painter, 429 lost from seven to twenty-fiv- e
in each
Grand avenueengagement Mr. Romero's friend is
of the belief that the war. If such it
It is time to get out that last
may be called, is about over.
He
suit and have it cleaned.
says the lnsurrectos are bands of outCleaning Co.
laws and thieves and that the govern
ment will exterminate them in the
Seniors will be required by school near
future.
board to enclose photo of self.
Waterman Saturday.
An enjoyable
concert was given
in the Y. M. C. A.
yesterday
evening
Lost 32nd degree Masonic ripg.
hall by the Victoria Four, a ladles
Finder please return to Bacharach
quartette of Topeka, Kan., which ap
Bros, and receive liberal reward.
peared as one of the numbers on the
Santa Fe's entertainment
course.
Turkey dinner at White Kitchen The
was excellent
quartette's
singing
Sunday. Service begins at 11:30. In ensemble and each of
the members
Come early. Dinner 25c. Special dindemonstrated In solo singing that she
ner Sunday evening.
was possessed of a well cultivated
voice. The singing of Mabel Moys-lewill
make
Saturday, March 25, I
an alto, was much appreciated by
photographs of all students of the the audience.
Miss Moysley has the
New Mexico Normal University at
and fullest alto voice that has
deepest
3
off, any style. Waterman, Plaza. been
heard here this year.

I

r2

1

The

First National Bank

windows of a
handsome pattern are being placed
Temple Montefiore, replacing the
windows that have been in use since
This Imthe building was erected.
increased
the
has
beauty
provement
of the building and has made of It a
handsome house of worship.
New stained

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As' t Cashier

glass

By giving us a few days
notice we can at any time get
you a fine, fat

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestio and Foreign Exchange.
A

HOME GROWN
TURKEY
The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.

We have contracted with

land Turkeys

Repair Work a Specialty

GROCERIES, BAKERY GOODS,
!

'

FOR EASTER

614 Lincoln Avenue"

If You Want

Give Your Order Early

-

the Best
MEATS,

that causes its
users, when they become full, to arrest themselves, is said to be on
A brand of booze

sale

at Salina, Kan. The city

Tomorrow only, six pieces popular
music, latest compositions, $1. Among
the new ones just arrived are "Teepee
Land," "Sweet Italian Love," "Stop,
Stop, Stop," and "Is My Hat on
Straight?" Romero Stationery company, Bridge street.
Miss Neff, head nurse at Las Vegas hospital, this morning submitted
to a surgical operation, which was
made necessary by an illness of several days. Her condition this afternoon was reported as being

DON'T FORGET

Our second "After Supper Sale" Saturday evening, 7:30 to 9:30. Better
values than at our first sale. For this
sale, choice of Our entire line of boys'
"Wearbetter" suits, with either cne
or two pair of Knickerbocker pants,
for just half price. Regular values,
Saturday evening,
$3.50 to $8.00.
7:30 to 9:30 only.
POUND SALE

J. H. STEARNS,

POULTRY
GROCER.

FISH, ETC., BUY THEM OF THE

prob-babl- y

is saving money in the police
department, it being unneecessary to
send out patrolmen after drunks.

Mr. Belden for his White Hol

All

Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

i'-

Tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock
I will sell at auction in front of tha
city building two sorrel horses that
were taken up on the streets. Horses
will go to the highest bidder.
BEN COLES, City Marshal.

i

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store
NOTHING BETTER TO BE HAD

WE ALWAYS

HAVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

; ;

j

EATABLE

They Taste Gopd
They Look Good
They are Good
f

FOR SALE
By HARRIS REAL ESTATE CO.

guarantee

on small lot; 7th

m,

street, close in, only $750

Copyright

TyET US Send for your fern dish and fill It.
We are well prepared to do this; with a
fine lot of Asparagus. Plumostis flowering
and Rex Begonias, Mosses, Ivies, etc.

Perry Onion
Store Phone Main IGi

Ranch Phone 276.

Son

Bit

of

le Mir

ScfcaOner

GREENBERGER

and Bath; 7th
street, on 2 lots,
close in
$2,500
,

S4A

lot and
half, north 5th street,
only
...$1,000

Square Deal'

on

Why Shouldn't We Sell Cheaper

and Bath, 2
north
11th st. $1,800
lots,

y,

who has been
Company H made a fairly good
pneumonia, was
at the preliminary inspec
showing
will resume hi3
tion held last night in the armory by
drug store soon.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes, In
command of the New Mexico nation
We clean, dye and press anything,
al
guard. The regular Inspection of
'
fancy gowns, gloves, lace curtains.
the
company, to be conducted by ColWe call and deliver. All work guaronel
W. S. Barlow, of the United
anteed and quick delivery. Parisian
States
army, will be made Wednes
35.
Cleaning Co., phone Main
day evening, April 5. The local comIf it profits by the visit of the
Jacob Davldhlzer, who resides on pany,
general, should improve
adjutant
near
mesa
the
Miahawaka, yesterday
before
the official inspection.
greatly
applied at the court house for $8 as
four
of
on
the scalps
coyotes
bounty
Plans are under way for a match
killed by him near his home.
baseball game Easter Sunday at
Amusement park between teams rep
The Las Vegas dam of the Inde
the East and West sides.
pendent drder of Beavers will meet resenting
Several horse races also will run, lo
session.
In
Imporregular
tonight
tant business will come up for con cal gallopers contesting for speed
honors with thoroughbreds
from
sideration, several candidates will be
Mora and Wagon Mound. Some ex
of
number
and
a
Initiated
applications
cellent sport is promised.
for membership will be considered.

You undoubtedly
understand when we
say Hart, Schaffner
and flarx we mean,
The Best In Clothing.
Style, quality and
workmanship is beyond criticism. There
is nothing more to
consider but Fit, and
we personally look to
that with an absolute

SOME HOUSES

THERE ARE REASONS

WHY WE DO

h
that of any other furniture store in
Our expenses are
We pay spot cash
Las Vegas We buy direct from manufactures
for our goods These and other reasons make our store the cheapest in Las Vegas.' '"
one-fift-

facing Lincoln

Park

Francisco Delgado,
with an attack of
able out today. He
work in the Winters

Phone Main 131

Phone Vegas 450

LFELD

1

$2,200

111

Las Vegas Roller Mills!

Goods Called for and Delivered

Hen and
Young flen

o'clock

('

FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

.

Good

Clothes for.

Seats now on Bale for Olga
at Murphey'a and SchaefePs.

Carrots

Sweet Potatoes
Beets
Parsnips
Oyster Plant

193

Greenberger's
"the Home of Hart.Sch-affne- r
and Marx

Home dressed chickens tomorrow at
Peter Roth's.

Crisp Spinach,

Phone Main

.GUARANTEED
GARDEN HOSE
V

Parsley

FROM LAS CRUCES

STDRE THATS

r

I
Old Crow sold over the
Buffet.

Extra Fancy Tomatoes
Green Asparagus,

at Nolette's barber

No long waits
shop.

Cauliflower
Long Red Radishes
Crimson Rhubarb
Blue Ribbon Celery

FROM MEXICO

TIE

5-- PL

LOCAL NEWS

J.

JOHNSEN

C.

& SON

Your
Wool Blankets
Laundered Nicely

3IERiUTCIItlCA0i:;ETS

They are laundered perfectly
our careful, scientific method.
by

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water

They are washed in pure,
soft water and only specially
prepared woolen soap is used
to clean them.
This process makes them as
clean and sweet as when new,
it does not shrink them nor
run the colors in the border.'

CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227,

We dry them in a germ proof
room and finish them so the
nap is made as long and soft
aa when new.

Retail Prices:
2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 Ids., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 10 lbs.
200 ibs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lb.
50 lbs., to 200 lbs, each delivery 40c per 100 lbs.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81,

.

thai

Less

50 lbs.,

each delivery, 50o per

100 lbs.

A COMPANY
AG UA PUR
Distributors of Natural Ice, the

Harresters, Storewand
lasting

qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous.

SPECIAL SALE

T
Wholesale

ON
Sweet

x

Pickled

Ferndell

Apricots
Crabapples

Peaches

Griffin's

Extras

Also

V-

and Retail

-

SCREENED cbPrSos LUMP
Anthracite Coal,i all sizes,

Figs

.

.

M

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. 17. CONDON

in

Phono Main 21

Foot of Main St.

Peeled Apricots
Pears
Cherries
and Plums
-

AT

BOUCHER'S

Famous Shoes for Ktcn

(The Coffee Man.)

WE'RE

'P.'S. It Vill pay you to look at them

Frank Re veil,

j

and BUILDER

CONTRACTOR

Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building Job Work a Specialty.
Phone Main

336.

u

purUy
Office 701

'

Opposite Optic.'

NOT Sfaoestrpng; but strong on
That's because we sell
Bos-toni-

aii

Dress Shoes. ;Many styles, newest
models, splendid quality at prices lower
than you'd think, after you've seen the shoes.
'
I
See them today!
r

A

$3.50;C4,$4.

50,5

AtTftBGHERT'S
Next to

Weils-Farg-

o

Express Company.

